
CHAPTER 38

FEDERAJ_~PRGVINCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to consider some of the implications for

federal-provincial fiscal relations of the tax structure recommendations

made in Volumes 3, 4 and 5- No attempt is made to repeat the conclusions

and recommendations made in Volum 2 that have relevance for federal-

provincial relations l/ .

The principal technical problem in federal-provincial tax relations is the

harmonization of federal and provincial taxes of various kinds and of

arrangements for their collection . This problem is discussed in thi s

chapter . The questions of whether the federal government can or should

impose taxes on commercial and industrial corporations controlled by the

provinces, and whether the provinces can or should tax similar corporations

owned by the federal government, were discussed in Chapter 20 .

In trying to devise a federal tax system we are forced to consider a

very large part of the tax structures of the provinces because much of each

province's tax structure is the same as or similar to the federal tax

structure . Any change in the federal tax structure, therefore, has signi-

ficant implications for provincial taxation. For example, the federal

personal income tax base and the provincial income tax bases are either

identical or very similar . To recommend a change in the federal income

tax base is tantamount, therefore, to recommending a change in provincial

income tax bases . In our view it would be a tremendous loss to all Canadians

if this common income tax base was not maintained . To recommend that the

federal government move from a manufacturer's sales tax to a retail sales

tax obviously is of great significance to the provinces because most of

them now impose a form of retail sales tax. We are persuaded that great

advantages would be gained if the provinces and the federal government

were to adopt a common retail sales tax base .
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Even greater uniformity of tax bases than now prevails among govern-

ments would be highly desirable, as would uniformity of rates . Indeed, our

proposed federal tax system would fall far short of the objectives we have

sought if the provinces and the federal government were unable to harmonize

rates of tax on a common income tax base . In particular, our recommendations

i-rith respect to the integration of corporation and personal income taxes would

lose some of their effectiveness unless co-ordinated rates were applied at

both levels of government . Likewise, some of the advantages of including

gifts in the personal income tax base would be lost if the provinces con-

tinued to impose death taxes . .

Canada should avoid, if possible, the duplication of administrative

and compliance costs that may result when the federal and provincial govern-

ments levy essentially the same kind of tax on the same taxpayers . It is

most desirable that agreements be reached between the federal and provincial

governments for the collection and administration of each type of tax by one

or the other in a way that protects the interests of both .

We are under no illusions that it would be an easy matter to achieve

common tax bases, harmonized tax rates and joint tax collection arrange-

ments . The drive for greater provincial autonomy is extraordinarily strong .

The desire to have complete fiscal independence for each province as a matter

of right, and as 4 tool for achieving provincial objectives, would make it

difficult to persuade some of the provinces to work more closely with the

federal government and other provincial governments in the tax field . The

potential gains from success are so great, and the potential losses from

failure so heavythat we have no hesitation in urging the federal govern-

ment to strive to attain these goals despite the serious obstacles that may

be encountered .

In arriving at the conclusions and recmm ndations given in this

chapter, we have been guided by the following considerations :
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The federal government must continue to have the major voice in the

determination of personal and corporation income tax bases . While

consultation with the provinces is essential, particularly now that

the provinces obtain such a large share of personal income tax

revenues, the federal government must be more than a benevolent

chairman of a committee of the provinces . This is also true, but

to a lesser extent, with respect to sales taxes .

2 . The federal government must ensure that the tax system does not become

either a weapon with which the strong provinces tyrannize the weak

provinces or a means of erecting barriers between provinces .

3. Although it has no constitutional obligation to do so, the federal

government has taken primary responsibility in the past for the re-

distribution of personal income . It has determined the progressive-

ness of the personal rate structure,, and federal transfer payments

have been largely responsible for offsetting regressive property

taxes . At least until the provinces take a greater interest in the

redistributive effects of the tax system, the federal government

should continue to assume this responsibility .

4 . As we recommended in Chapter 3, the federal government should resist

further increases in personal income tax abatements in order to keep

the personal income tax as an effective tool of discretionary fiscal

policy . Only when a joint stabilization strategy is developed, and

the provinces can play an effective stabilization role in co-operation

with the federal government, should this restriction be relaxed .

5 . The relative importance of sales and property taxes in the overall

Canadian tax mix should gradually be reduced . This would not hurt

Canada's international competitive position or the rate of economic

growth, but would improve the equity of the Canadian tax system* If,

over time, the proposed tax system did not yield adequate government
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revenues, personal income taxes should be raised . If tax cuts were

required to offset the revenue drag, sales and property taxes should

be reduced. Because of the greater long-run elasticity of incom e

taxes, persistent adherence to the foregoing rules would, in our opinion,

substantially improve the tax mix .

PERSONAL AND CORPORATION INCOME TAXES

Under the existing Federal-Provincial Fiscal Arrangements Act 2/ the

federal government has agreed to collect personal income tax on behalf of

all the provinces except Quebec, and corporation income taxes on behalf o f

all the provinces except Quebec and Ontario .

The participating provinces levy personal and corporation income taxes

on a base that is identical to that defined by the federal Act so as to

ensure uniformity in the administration of the tax laws . Under the 1966

arrangements, all provinces except Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Quebec levy

personal tax at a rate of 24 per cent of the federal tax, this being the

amount allowed as an abatement from the tax imposed by the federal govern-

ment . In most provinces, thereforey a taxpayer deducts from his federal

tax exactly the amount of the provincial tax which he is called upon to pay

and there is no additional provincial tax beyond the federal rates . In

Manitoba and Saakatchewany the personal rates are 29 per cent of the federal

tax, so that residents in those provinces pay additional provincial taxes

equal to 5 per cent of the federal tax .

Quebec residents receive an abatement of 47 per cent instead of 24 per

cent of the federal tax . The Quebec rates, when applied to the Quebec

personal income base, result in a tax that is approximately equal to the

federal abatement . Therefore, Quebec residents effectively pay no addi-

tional provincial tax . The higher abatement available to Quebec residents,

which is balanced by the higher rates of provincial tax, results from that

province taking advantage of the so-called "opting-out" formula . In exchange
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for the higher abatement, Quebec undertakes to administer and finance the

federal share of certain existing welfare programmes, including youth allow-

ances to students of 16 and 17 years of age, hospital insurance, special

welfaxe grants, technical training grants and health grants .

The federal abatement of personal income tax applies to "income earned

in the taxation year" in a province and rules for determining such income

are set forth in the Regulations . The basic rule is that an individual's

income is deemed to have been earned in the province in which he resided on

the last day of the year . The only exception is where the taxpayer has

business income arising from a "permanent establishment" located outside

his province of residence, in which case the income attributable to that

permanent establishment is deemed to be income earned in the place where

the permanent establishment is located . The rules for allocating income

among several permanent establishments are virtually the same as those for

corporations, to which reference is made below J3 . There are special rules

for determining income earned in a province in the case of non-residents of

Canada and of persons who reside in Canada for only part of the year .

On the corporate side, tax room is provided to the provinces by means

of a tax credit equal to 9 per cent of corporate taxable income earned in

a province rather than as a percentage of the federal tax. The credit is

10 per cent in Quebec. The additional percentage point available to Quebec

corporations is in lieu of federal grants to universities in that province .

The corporation tax rates currently in effect are shown in Table 38-1.

The federal credits for provincial corporation income taxes, and the

provincial taxes themselves, are based on the taxable income of each corpo-

ration earned in a particular province . A corporation can have income earned

in a province only if it has a permanent establishment .therein ; the income of

corporations with permanent establishments in more than one province is

allocated among those provinces according to a formula set out in the federal

Regulations V . The formula takes into account the gross revenue attributable
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to each permanent establishment and the wages and salaries paid to employees

of each permanent establishment . Special provisions are made for certain

special types of corporations, such as financial and transportation corpo-

rations .

The use of a formula to allocate business income among the provinces
I

has enormous advantages . All business income is subject to provincial taxation

but no business income is taxed by two or more provinces . Consequently, inter-

provincial "double taxation" is avoided . Just haw complicated interprovincial

taxation could become, .if business income was not allocated by formula, is well

illustrated by the problems of international taxation which we discussed in

Chapter 26 .

Another important factor in the formulation of the present system was

the stipulation by the federal government that it would collect income taxes

for the provinces only if the provinces adopted tax bases identical with that

of the federal government . Without this stipulation, the degree of uniformity

in income taxes that we now enjoy probably would not have been achieved . The

substantial differences among state income taxes in the United States provide

a forceful demonstration of what can happen in a federal system .

Common Income Tax Base

We believe that it is extremely important that the provinces and the

federal goverment continue to maintain a common, or virtually common, per-

sonal income tax base . But we also believe that the common base should be

more comprehensive than the present base and should embody the reforms we

have recommended elsewhere in this Report . Broadening the base and elimi-

nating the inequities, anomalies and loopholes in the present structure should

be as attractive to the provinces as to the federal government . A base thus

improved would allow all governments to raise the same revenues with laver

rates or more revenues with the same rates . The merits of this result d o

not need to be extolled .
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Under the existing arrangements the residents of some of the provinces

are paying a large part of their income taxes to their provincial governments .

Consequently, the provinces cannot be expected to accept meekly whatever tax

changes the federal government decides unilaterally to make in the base . It

is obvious that federal-provincial agreement on substantive tax base changes

is an inescapable necessity if a uniform base is to be maintained . And with-

out a virtually uniform base there would be a real danger that the tax system

would degenerate into an agglomeration of eleven un-co3rdinated and competitive

tax systems . This would be disastrous .

This is not to say that.joint decision-making would be easy or without

dangers . Governments would be called upon to exercise a high degree of

maturity and responsibility and to put aside sectional interests in the

national interest . If they did not rise to the occasion, we would either

lose the common income tax base that is so beneficial to all taxpayers and

all governments, or the process of change would become so entangled in con-

troversy that changes in a common tax base to meet changing circumstances

would become impossible . Even if all governments agreed on a common tax base,

joint decision making without a profound realization by all governments of

their responsibilities could easily resvlt in a tax structure that would be

both inequitable and difficult to reform because of special provisions for

sectional interests .

Administration of Income Taxe s

There can be no doubt that life would be simpler for taxpayers, and

administrative costs would be reduced), if each type of tax levied by both

levels of government was collected on a common base by one of them on behalf

of both. The possibility of working out such collection arrangements that

would include all provincial governments should be carefully and fully

explored. It seems to us that under joint collection arrangements both

levels of government should make collection policy decisions jointly . and

that the level of government not acting as the collection agency should have
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the right to all the information necessary to protect its interest . This

would include the right of the non-col-lecting government to audit the work

of the other .

If our recommendations are accepted there will be three tax fields in

which the federal and provincial governments will have a mutual interest :

personal and corporation income taxes and retail sales taxes . We should

like to see the federal governm6nt act as the collection agency for all

personal and corporation income taxes 51 and the provincial government s

act as the collection agency for all retail sales taxes . In this event the

federal government would act as the collection agency for Quebec with respect

to personal and corporation income taxes and for Ontario with respect to

corporation income taxes . Provincial death taxes would be abolished . The

provinces now collecting sales taxes would also collect sales taxes for the

federal government . The provinces not now collecting sales taxes would

either begin to collect sales taxes for the federal government (and for

themselves if they wished to do so) or the federal government would establish

collection machinery in those provinces .

Integration of Personal and
Corporation Income Taxe s

Under our proposal for the full integration of the taxes on personal

and corporate i ncome, resident ind-tviduals to whom corporate distributions

or allocations were made-would be given full credit for the tax paid at the

corporate level. For resident shareholders the Canadian corporation tax

would be, in effect, simply a withholding tax ,

Although it would involve a radical change from the present system,

and might be unacceptable to the provinces on doctrinal grounds, there can

be no doubt that from every other point of view it would be highly desirable

that the provinces withdraw from the corporation tax field altogether . Pro-

vincial revenues could be maintained in several ways . For example, part of the
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corporation tax revenues raised by the federal government could be allocated

among the provinces by a mutually acceptable formula . Another possibility

would be for the federal goverment to reduce its retail sales tax rate

(assuming that it moved to the retail sales tax from the manufacturer's sales

tax) in exchange for-the withdrawal of the provinces from the corporation tax

field. Because the long-run elasticities of the corporation income tax and

the retail sales tax are about the same ., the future growth of provincial

revenues would not be reduced by such mutual concessions .

If the corporation income tax was solely a federal tax, integration of

the personal and corporation income taxes would be a straightforward

matter . The federal government would collect the corporation tax and give

a" resident shareholders full credit for that tax against their federal

personal income tax liabilities . If this credit resulted in a refund, the

refund would be applied in payment of the provincial personal income tax to

the extent thereof and would be remitted to the province along with personal

income tax revenue collected on behalf of the province .

We urge the federal government to attempt to negotiate with the pro-

vinces for exclusive use of the corporation income tax. The reduced costs

of taxpayer compliance, the greater simplicity of the system and the elimi-

nation of duplicate tax administrations in Quebec and Ontario would be a long

step forward . While the imposition of a corporation income tax can be justi-

fied on various grounds, as we point out in Chapter 19, it serves no useful

social purposes, so that the provinces would not be relinquishing an effective

instrument for social reform by ceasing to levy such a tax . The provinces

could achieve all of their economic purposes by granting subsidies to busi-

nesses rather than corporation tax concessions . If the sole purpose of a pro-

vincial corporation income tax is to raise revenue, and if the same revenue

can be obtained in other ways, there seems to be no essential reason for the

provinces to continue that tax .
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Should it prove impossible to negotiate a withdrawal of the provinces

from the corporation income tax field, the next best alternative would be for

the federal government to grant full credit to resident shareholders under the

integration proposal for both the federal tax and a standard rate of provincial

corporation income tax . The-competition among the provinces to induce businesses

to locate within their boundaries would be likely to restrict the variation s

of provincial corporation income tax rates from the standard rate within a

fairly narrow compass . Under this alternative, the use of the present formula

for the allocation of business income among the provinces should be maintained .

An unsatisfactory state of affairs would result if the provinces

continued to levy corporation income taxes at different rates, with the

federal government granting shareholders a credit only for its own corpo-

ration income tax it levied . this would lead to the situation where a

shareholder resident in province A would be at a tax disadvantage if he

bought a share of a corporation resident in province B . It would not be

long before shareholders would demand credit for the taxes imposed by

"foreign" provinces, and there would be an endless debate about the right s

and duties of source and destination provinces . The system would be an

administrative nightmare .

Harmonization of Rates of Personal
and Corporation Income Taxe s

Under our integration proposal, it is crucial that the total tax rate

on corporate Income be approximately the same as top marginal combined rate

of federal and provincial personal income taxes . If the combined personal

rate was higher than the total corporate rate by more than, say, 5 per cent,

high income taxpayers would find it advantageous to postpone part of their

personal income taxes by retaining earnings in corporations . Given the rules

existing at present in a number of countries in respect of foreign tax
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credits, it is also important that the present combined rate of tax on

corporate income, ranging from 50 per cent to 52 per cent, not be changed

materially. For most "direct" investment in Canada by non-residents, a rate

reduction would have the effect of merely transferring revenue from the

Canadian treasury to the treasuries of other countries . A rate increase would

be borne generally by the non-resident investors themselves, and so would

discourage investment in Canada . There are thus two important restrictions

on the top m ginal combined rate of federal and provincial personal income

taxes .

We have presented a personal income tax rate schedule that, if imposed on

our suggested base, would raise about the-same revenues, both federal (including

old age security tax) and provincial, as the present system . It will be re-

called that this proposed rate structure has a top personal rate of 50 per

cent. If this rate schedule vas put into effect, it would forestall many

complaints about the disincentive effects of the progressive tax system and

would permit a wholesale reform of the tax base . The Canadian corporate

source income of non-residents could be taxed by Canada at these rates Vith-

out discouraging foreign investment . We shall assume for the purposes of

this discussion that, if the recommended base were taxed at these suggested

rates, there would be "sufficient" revenue from income taxes for both the

federal and provincial governments .

Haw the two levels of government share these personal income tax

revenues is not our concern . But we are vitally concerned that the level of

the federal and provincial personal income tax rates, and the relationships

between them, should not open avenues for tax postponement by upper income

individuals .

With all this in mind, we suggest that the federal government continue

to act as the collection agency for all personal income taxes . Furthermore,

we would favour an arrangement that embraced the following propositions :
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1. As at present, there should be u3iiform personal income tax rate schedules

2. The rate of corporation'i
-
ncome-tax should be equal to the top marginal

rate of personal tax .

3. As at present, the federal government should allow an abatement for

provincial personal income taxes . It would not be essential from a

technical point of view that the abatement be the same for all pro-

vinces .

4. This abatement should be calculated on the "basic tax" (base times the

rate structure) before any credits for other taxes were granted .

5 . As at present, each province should set a rate of personal income ta x

as a percentage of the basic tax .

6 . The only limitation on the provincial tax rates would be that the rate

set by any province would not exceed the federal abatement to that

province by more than about 5 percentage points . This limitation would

keep the spread between the top marginal rate of tax., as given in the

federal rate schedule, and the maximum combined rate of federal and

provincial taxes, to within 5 percentage points . If the federal govern-

ment then taxed corporate income at the top personal rate on the schedule,

no taxpayer could postpone more than 5 per cent of his combined federal-

provincial personal income tax . We believe that this would not create

significant avoidance opportunities for upper income shareholders .

We are well aware of the disadvantages of linking the federaland provin-

cial
.
personal income tax rates in this fashion . We dislike the limitation

that would be required on the extent to which provincial income tax rates

could exceed the federal abatement . It is sometimes argued that separate

federal and provincial rate schedules would avoid the charge that the federal

government was imposing "double" taxation when a province increased its rate

of tax so as to exceed the federal abatement . Similarly, separate schedules
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calculations required on the present income tax form, many taxpayers

apparently do not understand that federal and provincial income taxes are

being,collected simultaneously by the federal government in most provinces .

However) too much should not be made of the rigidities of our approach .

The fact is that ., in general, the provinces seem to be anxious to avoid sub-

stantial tax differentials,, as evidenced by the fact that the difference be-

tween the federal abatement and the highest provincial tax is at present

only five percentage points .

It would be most unfortunate if the simplicity of the common personal

rate schedule were abandoned in an attempt to preclude the "double" taxation

axgument, for this argument is essentially meaningless . To describe the situa-

tion where a provincial income tax rate is in excess of the federal abatement

as a form of "double" taxation implies that taxes are in some sense being

compounded. This is not the case . Raising the provincial income tax rate above

the federal abatement is equivalent to an across-the-board percentage in-

crease in the marginal rates on the schedule . This simply increases personal

income taxes ; it does not compound them . What is in fact being claimed by

those who advance this argument is that the federal government should auto-

matically reduce its share of the personal income tax whenever a province

wants more revenue-a completely unacceptable proposition .

Moreover, even if the federal and provincial governments each had their

awn personal income tax rate'schedule,* if both imposed taxes on the same

base some would still try to persuade the ill-informed that this was a form

of "double" taxation and ., in some unspecified sense, reprehensible . As long

as two governments occupy the same tax field, blame for high taxes will be

laid by the one on the other .

Some individuals are probably unaware that the federal government i s

collecting both federal and provincial personal income taxes for all
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provinces except Quebec . This ignorance is unlikely to be dispelled by

the adoption of two separate rate schedules on a joint federal-provincial

personal income tax return on a common form . Those who are unwilling to

read the present tax forms are unlikely to understand the method unless

there are two entirely separate returns which are filed at different places

at different times . A programme of public education would appear to b e

the answer, not a duplication of effort and greater complexity .

There is, however, one argument for separate provincial personal rate

schedules that cannot be dismissed . A province may seek a rate schedule

with more or less progressiveness built into it than the rate schedule

adopted by the federal government if the collective social attitudes of

the residents of that province differ from those prevalent in other parts

of Canada . There may then be no alternative to a separate provincial

personal income tax rate schedule .

Separate provincial rate schedules, while more cumbersome and complex,

would not create major technical problems under the system we propose if

one condition were met . To prevent tax avoidance or deferment by upper

income shareholders, the top marginal rate of tax levied by a province

when added to the top federal marginal rate, should not exceed 55 per

cent-the total corporation tax rate plus 5 per cent . This is not a

stringent limitation because, as stated earlier in the Report, a province

that wished to adopt a more highly progressive tax system might supple-

ment the personal income tax with a net worth tax on those resident

individuals with substantial assets .

Abolition of Death Taxes

We propose that all gifts, whether inter vivos gifts or inheritances,

should be taxed as income, except gifts between members of a family unit .

Accordingly, if our recommendations were accepted by the federal government
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and the same base was adopted by provincial governments, the death taxe s

now imposed by the federal government and the governments of Quebec, Ontario

and British Columbia would be redundant . Acceptance of our recommendations

in this area would mean an enormous simplification for the taxpayer and would

eliminate the present duplication of administrative effort . We are convinced

that there would be a great improvement in equity and a closing of the loop-

holes that now riddle the system .

If the provinces accepted an income tax base that included gifts and

inheritances they would, of course, share in the revenue from this component

of income in the same way as they share in the revenue from income generally .

It is difficult to estimate what the provincial revenue from this particular

source would be under the proposed system compared with what it is under the

present system. We cannot determine precisely haw much would be gained by

closing existing loopholes and by eliminating the present exemptions . We can

only assume what the allocation of inter-family gifts would be . However, based,

on the estimates shown in Chapter 35, we are satisfied that taxing gifts in the

manner we recommend would raise more revenue than all of the present federal

and provincial death taxes, The provinces, in effect, now get 75 per cent of

the revenue from this source through abatement of the estate tax or in the form

of grants from the federal government, or a combination of these methods, It

should not be difficult for the federal government to devise a system that would

guarantee the provinces no revenue loss if they discontinued their death taxes .

SAIES TAXES

In Volume 5 we reviewed the advantages and disadvantages of sales taxes

of all types . We concluded that a retail sales tax was vastly superior to a

manufacturer's sales tax and recommended that the federal government replace

the present manufacturer's tax with a tax at the retail level. With eight

of the ten provinces already levying retail sales taxes, our recommendation

obviously has implications for federal-provincial relations. At the be-

ginning of this chapter we set forth what we believe to be important ob-

jectives with regard to taxes in fields of mutual concern to the federal
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goverment and the provinces . These objectives-a common base, co-ordinated

rates and collection arrangements-are relevant if our recommendation that

the federal goverment move its sales tax to the retail level is accepted .

The Scope or Coverage of the Ta x

The overall benefit to be derived from moving the federal sales tax base

to the retail level would clearly be limited unless the federal sales tax

system was co-ordinated with the existing provincial structures . In fact ,

a separate federal retail sales tax that was not co-ordinated with the exist-

ing provincial sales taxes would burden retailers with a multiplicity of

rates, exemptions, calculations ., remittances and the like . One of the important

arguments supporting a federal shift to the retail level is the prospect of

eliminating the present duplication of sales tax administrations at the federal

and provincial levels . Essential to the attainment of this objective is the

adoption by the federal government and the provinces of a common retail sales

tax base .

We have outlined in broad terms in Chapter 29 our views on the scope or

coverage of a sales tax . It is obvious that the introduction of a composite

federal-provincial sales tax at the retail level injects an important addi-

tional consideration into the tax coverage that we have proposed, namely, the

need to equate the federal and provincial retail sales tax bases . We realize

that the determination of a common base will not be easy, particularly vhere

substantial revenues are involved ; we also recognize that the penalty for

failing to reach agreement could be severe, for taxpayer and administrator

alike .

We are satisfied, however, that with good will on both sides it will be

possible for the federal and provincial governments to reach an agreement on

a common base. To this end we hope that both levels of government will give

careful consideration to our recommendations with respect to the scope of a

retail sales tax . We are convinced that within the broad guidelines we
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have established it will be possible to develop a common base that is

equitable, administratively feasible and consistent with the desire for an

adequate rate of economic growth .

"Direct" or "Indirect" Retail Sales Tax

The form of retail sales tax used by the provinces is conditioned by the

provisions of the British North America Act . Whereas the federal government

can levy virtually any form of tax, the provincial governments are limited

to "Direct Taxation within the Province in order to the Raising of a Revenue

for Provincial Purposes". ~/ . Accordingly, although the provinces do not have

the legislative competence to impose a sales tax on retailers, that is, an

"indirect" tax in that it would be passed on to the customers, they may impose

a sales tax on consumers and require retailers to act as collection agents 2/-

By this means they are able to use the basic administrative mechanics of a

tax which is "indirect" in terms of licensing and collecting tax from vendors

and., at the same time, the tax is technically levied in a "direct" form, that

is, it is demanded from the persons who it is intended should pay it, namely,

the consumers or users .

The proposal for a composite feaeral-provincial retail sales tax prompts

two questions :

1. What are the respective merits of the direct and indirect forms ?

2. What are the constitutional limitations on the enactment and admini-

stration of each of the two forms of tax?

The indirect form of tax is not without technical problems . Goods pur-

chased outside a province and brought into the province for consumption auto-

matically fall within the scope of a direct sales tax; if an indirect tax

were imposed on vendors it would be necessary to allocate the sales among

provinces on the basis of place of shipment or place of destination of the

goods or on some other basis . It would probably be advisable under an
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indirect tax to require retailers to pay tax to the province to which the

goods were destined . Another difficulty with the indirect form arises from

the fact that some dealers sell many law-priced items . Should they absorb

the amount of the tax or raise their prices ?

On balance, we believe that the reduction in compliance costs for most

dealers under an indirect retail sales tax outweighs these disadvantages .

Under an indirect sales tax, the higher the rate of tax the less the problem

for the dealer in items that retail for small amounts . At the combined rate

of federal and provincial taxes that probably would prevail, the problem

might not be considered significant . If it were judged important, it would

be possible to allow retailers an option to remit tax on individual sales of

specified minimum taxable amounts . Some retailers in some provinces are now

collecting tax on a destination basis . The adoption of an indirect tax, with

the requirement that goods being shipped out of the province be taxed at the

rate applicable in the province of destination ., to which the proceeds would

be remittedl should not involve much more complexity .

Constitutional Consideration s

It is a well-established rule of Canadian constitutional law that

neither the federal government nor a provincial government can delegate to

the other a legislative authority given exclusively to it under the British

North America Act. Although the Act is silent on the subject of delegation

of powers, it has been held by the Supreme Court of Canada in Attorney-General

of Nova Scotia et al.v. Attorney-General of Canada 10/ that it is unconstitu-

tional for Canada or a province to delegate any of its powers to the other .

The rule prohibiting delegation of power has no application where Parlia-

ment or a provincial legislature incorporates by reference into its valid

legislation the valid enactments of the other .

Thus, it would be unconstitutional for Parliament to delegate to a

province the power to enact an indirect retail sales tax. However,, this
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limitation would in no way affect the paver of Parliament to grant to a

provincial body the administrative function arising out of a statute which

Parliament had passed . It would therefore be possible for Parliament to

agree with a provincial legislature on the administration of an indirect

sales tax .

In terms of possible structure, and disregarding constitutional con-

siderations, any joint federal-provincial indirect retail sales tax might

be enacted by :

1. The federal government, which would pay part of the revenue raised to

the province .

2 . The federal and provincial governments, each of which would retain th e

revenue raised under its own legislation ll/.

3 . The provincial governments, which would pay part of the revenue to th e

federal government .

Regardless of which government enacted this legislation, it could b e

administered by :

a) The federal goverment.

b) The federal and provincial governments jointly or separately .

C) The provincial governments .

There are therefore nine possible schemes, being combinations of 1. 2 or

3, depending on who enacts the legislation, and (a), (b) or (c), depending on

who administers the legislation .

Having regard to the constitutional principles previously enunciated :

Schemes-1 - (a), (b) and (c) would be constitutionally valid .

Schemes 2 - (a), (b) and (c) would be valid only to the extent of the federal

legislation .
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Schemes 3 - (a), (b) and (c) would be constitutionally invalid .

To make the alternatives embodying 2 and 3 valid, it would be necessary

to nd the British North America Act to allow provinces to levy an indirect

sales tax. In addition, to make alternative 3 valid), it might be necessary

to have an enabling section which would allow provinces to levy tax and give

part of it to the federal goverment, since the'Words of the present section

92(2) "to the Raising of a Revenue for Provincial Purposes" could be construed

to preclude provincial goverm n s from levying a tax and giving the revenue

to the federal government .

Although it would be technically possible for the federal government to

levy an indirect type of retail sales tax and the provinces to continue with

a direct form of retail sales tax with identical coverage, this would be un-

desirable . One of the advantages of moving the federal sales tax to the

retail level is the possibility of reducing duplication of effort . It would

be regrettable if retailers had to keep two sets of records for no reason

other than to satisfy the requirements of constitutional law 1?J. On the

other hand, we dislike the.idea of raising provincial revenues by means

of an indirect retail sales tax levied under a federal statute in order to

comply with the constitution .

If the sales tax is to be a joint tax with a common base, we think it

would be,misleading to the public, and probably unsatisfactory to both levels

of government, to depend solely on federal legislation. We would therefore

suggest that, if the provinces and the federal government can agree on a

common retail sales tax base, the British North America Act should be amended

to permit the provinces to levy indirect retail sales taxes on this agreed,

base . The risks involved in extending provincial taxing powers in this~way

are, we believe, minuscule . Much greater dangers of tax barriers and inter-

provincial tax competition are associated with the corporation income tax,

which the provinces are now competent to impose, than would arise in con-

nection with provincial indirect retail sales taxes .
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Interprovincial Transactions

In principle, under the provincial retail sales taxes, taxable goods

sold in one province and delivered or taken by customers to another are

subject to the sales tax of the importing province . They are exempted from

the tax levied by the exporting province only when physical delivery to the

customer is made in the importing province . In practice, because there is

no machinery for dealing with interprovincial movement of goods, provincial

sales taxes are not paid in respect of scme transactions of this nature . On

the other hand, because the exemption afforded by a province on goods exported

to another province is a limited one, certain other transactions are ultimately

subjected to sales taxes in two provinces .

The loss of revenue involved in the first situation is minimized by a

number of factors . For one thing, a large proportion of imports is delivered

to business firms, for the majority of which it is routine both to show the

tax liability in their accounts and to remit the tax when due .. For another,

all motor vehicles imported into a given province must, within a limited

period, be registered in that province . In addition, the large mail order

houses bill their customers for the appropriate provincial sales tax and,

when it is collected, remit it to the province in question. Finally, some

firms having various provincial offices are registered with the respective

provinces and remit the appropriate taxes . In 1963, Quebec enacted a pro-

vision requiring all firms soliciting business in that province to register

with the provincial taxing authority. If this legislation is held by the

courts to be constitutionally valid, it may beccme general for all provinces .

On the other hand, certain commodities, notably motor vehicles which

require registration in the province of residence of the owner, and goods

imported by business firms, may attract the sales taxes of two (and, in rare

cases, more) provinces when purchased in one and exported to another . The

amounts involved are, for practical purposes, indeterminate, but as Professor

Due puts it, "The amount of potential double taxation . . .is substantial" _13/ .
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Under a system of indirect retail sales taxes imposed by the provinces,

goods would be taxed in the exporting province and would not be subject to

tax in the importing province, in the absence of provisions to the contrary .

Although substantial differences in provincial rates of tax would lea d

residents of provinces with high rates to import goods from provinces with

law rates,, on most interprovincial shipments the advantages to be derived

from differences in rates would not be as great as the advantages that can

now be had by residents of one province buying goods in another province free

of tax and evading the tax payable to the province of residence when the

goods are imported . Among most of the provinces the differences in sales

tax rates would be much smaller than the difference between a zero rate and

the rate of tax imposed in the province of residence . Problems would con-

tinue to exist, however, if the two provinces that do not impose retail sales

tax continued not to do so. In addition, provinces that were large exporters

of goods to consumers would have increased revenues relative to provinces

that relied more heavily on imported goods .

While there is no simple solution to this problem, we would suggest that

each retailer in each province be required to pay tax to the province of

destination on sales to customers in other provinces . If Manitoba and Alberta

refrained from imposing provincial-sales taxes, the federal gcrvernment might,

by appropriate legislation, attempt to oblige retailers in these province s

to collect tax for other provinces on goods destined for those other provinces .

Administration of a Federal-Provincial
Retail Sales Tax

Separate provincial retail sales tax administrations are to be found in

all provinces except Manitoba and Alberta . They have all operated long enough

to warrant the belief that they are technically adequate and have some degree

of public acceptance . Any federal retail sales tax machinery would require a

complete overhaul of the existing federal system which applies to an entirely

different distributive level and is concerned with economic situations of a
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different kind. These circumstances suggest that provincial administration

would be preferable tc;federal administration. We recommend that this

objective be sought by the federal government .

We reached this conclusion not unmindful of the problems that would b e

involved in trying to weld the various provincial administration s

into a collection machine that was consistent from province to province .

The present provincial administrations vary so widely among themselves with

respect to such things as organizational structure, staff qualifications,

enforcement practices and the frequency and nature of audits of licensed

vendors) that it would be difficult to form a homogeneous nation-wide system .

In order to achieve a structure that was mutually acceptable to the provinces

and the federal government, a great deal of reconstruction wou2d be necessary ,

If, as-we would prefer, the federal-provincial sales tax was administered

by the provinces, it would be necessary to establish procedures whereby the

federal government could be satisfied that federal revenues were being fully

collected by the provinces . Federal audits should be of assistance to the

provincial administrators because, with uniform standards across the country,

they would enable each province to assess its performance in an objective

manner .

Rates of Tax

As we envisage the ultimate system, the federal and provincial govern-

ments would agree on a common retail sales tax base . The British North

America Act would be amended to allow the provinces to impose an indirect

type of retail tax . The provinces would adopt the new base, imposing what-

ever rates they wished to apply . After the system had functioned for a time

and the major administrative problems with the new base had been worked out

by the provinces and the federal government, the federal government would

terminate its manufacturer's sales tax and impose a tax on the common base .

It seems probable that, at least to begin with, the federal rate would be
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the same in all provinces . In Manitoba and Alberta the tax would be admin-

istered by the federal govw=en if these provincial governments did not

impose a retail sales tax before the inception of the federal retail sale s

tax .

We have estimated elsewhere in our Report that the federal government

could raise approximately the same revenues from a sales tax imposed at the

retail level at a rate of 7 per cent to 8 per cent, given the base we recom-

mend, as it now raises under the present manufacturer's tax with a rat e

of 11 per cent . If the federal government wished to make more sales tax room

available for the provinces', to compensate the provinces for exclusive federal

occupancy of the corporation tax field for example, after moving to the retail

level the federal gavernment could reduce the federal rate of sales tax so

that the provinces could increase their rates without increasing the over-

all rate . Thereafter, the federal government could make more tax room

available to the provinces simply by reducing its rate of retail sale s

tax 14/ . The provinces would be free to raise their rates by more or less

than the amounts by which the federal government reduced its rates and

could change their rates at any time .

We feel that the attitude of the provinces toward our proposal would

depend to a very large extent on :

1. How much additional revenue they required and when .

2 . How difficult they think it would be for them to raise their rates

when the combined rate was, say, 13 per cent.

3 . The extent to which the federal government would be willing to make

tax room available with respect to sales taxes .

These are all questions outside our purview, but we should like to make a

few observations we think pertinent .



With a combined sales tax rate of about 13 per cent, it might be argued

that the retail sales tax field would be pre-empted, in the sense that the

avoidance and evasion which would result from higher rates would preclude

the provinces from raising their rates . We doubt very much that there is a

particular rate beyond which the retail sales tax system would break down ,

so that we do not think this point of view has much substance . Nevertheless,

we acknowledge the obvious : there can be no doubt that there would be more

problems in raising the rate from 13 per cent to 15 per cent than from 5 per

cent to 7 per cent .

The basic issue here is not whether the sales tax rate could be increased

~but whether it should be increased . As we said in our earlier discussion of

the tax mix, we are opposed to increasing the relative weight of indirect

taxes . There is no reason to believe that increasing the weight of sales

taxes would materially improve Canada's international competitive position .

We doubt that a greater reliance on sales taxes would have a significant effect

on the rate of saving and, hence, on the rate of growth . While the exemption

from sales tax of the necessities of life or the provision of credits for sales

tax against income tax liabilities can convert a sales tax Into a reasonably

equitable taxing instrument, we do not believe that sales taxes can achieve

the same degree of equity that income taxes can achieve . All in all, we are

convinced that, in the future, Canada should gradually try to reduce, not

increase, the relative weight of sales taxes . This can be achieved by not

increasing the total of federal and provincial sales tax rates and by allowing

the growth in income tax revenues aver time to reduce gradually the relative

importance of sales tax revenues . If the provinces should require more

revenues, we believe that, on the basis of all of the information available

to us, increases in provincial personal income tax rates would be preferable

to increases in sales tax rates .

If sales taxes are less desirable taxes than income taxes ., as we suggest ,

why should the provinces be led to rely more heavily on sales taxes than they
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do at present? First, as we discussed in Chapter 8, we acknowledge

that in a system with three levels of government it is desirable that each

level have a tax source over which it has primary control in order to maintain

fiscal responsibility . Secondly, we are of the opinion that, having regard to

the sales tax rates that are likely to be in effect in Canada in the forseeable

future, changes in sales tax rates cannot be used effectively to stabilize the

economy, except to impose special excise taxes on goods in particularly short

supply in inflationary periods* On the other hand, changes in personal income

tax rates axe a potentially important stabilizing tool . This means that, at

least until a joint stabilization strategy has been developed, the federal

government must have manoeuvering room with respect to personal income tax

changes . This in turn means that the federal proportion of personal incom e

tax revenues should not be further reduced . If the federal government is

going to make more tax room available to the provinces ., it is important that

some source other than personal income taxes be ceded . Thirdly, we would like

to see `,he federal governm nt obtain exclusive jurisdiction over the corpo-

ration income tax, and equivalent revenues would have to be offered in exchange .

Fourthly, although we have no strong evidence on the subject, we think that of

the two taxes, the sales tax is more efficiently administered at the provincial

level than the income tax . It does not seem unreasonable to suggest that the

provincial revenues should depend heavil~ on the tax that the provinces can

most effectively administeri

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. While consultation with the provinces should occur, the federal govern-

ment should continue to play a predominant role in income tax matters

in order that it may :

a) Pursue an effective stabilization policy .

b) Ensure that the income tax does nort become a device through which

the stronger provinces take advantage of the weaker .
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c) Ensure that redistributive objectives are recognized .

2 . The federal and provincial governments should seek common bases for

income and sales taxes . Obviously we hope that these common bases

would embody our major recommendations .

PERSONAL AND CORPORATION INCONE TUM

3 .

4 .

The federal government should seek to became the collection agent

for all personal income taxes . Administrative policy would be

established mutually and the provinces would have full access to

all information necessary to ensure that their interests were being

safeguarded .

The recommended integration of personal and corporation income

taums.would be greatly facilitated if the federal government

obtained exclusive use of the corporation income tax by providing the

provinces with a share of the corporation income tax revenue or, alter-

natively, with retail sales tax room. The federal government would

give resident shareholders full credit for the corporation income

tax.

5 .

6 .

If the provinces would not agree to withdraw from the corporation income

tax field, the federal government should provide resident shareholders

with full credit for federal corporation income tax and a standard rate

of provincial corporation income tax .

Federal and provincial income tax rates should be harmonized . The

simplest course would be to continue the present system of federal

abatements, with the provinces levying personal income taxes as a

percentage of the federal tax . An upper limit to the provincial rate

would be necessary to prevent postponement of personal income tax

through the retention of corporate earnings . To abandon the present
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system in order to forestall fallacious "double" taxation arguments or

to make clear to the taxpayer what is being collected, and for whom,

would add needless complexities .

7 . Provinces may wish to impose a more progressive or a less progressive

tax system than the federal rate structure would achieve . This would

necessitate separate provincial rate structures . Although more cum-

bersome, this would pose no insoluble technical problems if the com-

bined federal and provincial top marginal personal rates did not

greatly exceed 50 per cent .

RETAIL SALES TAX

8.

9 .

The federal government should seek to establish with the provinces a

joint indirect retail sales tax that would replace the manufacturer's

sales tax and the present provincial direct retail sales taxes .

The constitution should be amended so as to allow the provinces to

levy an indirect retail sales tax on a common base agreed upon by

all governments .

10 . This base should take into account our recommendations in Chapter 2 9

on the scope and coverage of the retail sales tax .

11 . If it can be arranged, this composite sales tax should be administered

by the provinces under a mut ually determined policy with guarantees

that would protect the federal revenue .

12. Should the federal government wish to make more tax room available to

the provinces in the futureY we recommend that the federal rate of

taa on this common sales tax base should be reduced .

13 . Each province should be free to set its own rate of tax on the commo n

sales tax base and could do so without damage to the system .
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APPENDIX A

ASSUNPTIONS, UNDERLYING OUR ESTT14ATES OF THE REVENUE YIELD
AND INCIDENCE OF CURRENT AND PROPOSED DIRECT TAXES

The notes set out in this appendix provide brief explanations of how the

various estimates presented in Chapters 35 and 36 were determined . As such,

they constitute a convenient summary of the assumptions used in estimating

what the revenue yield and incidence of the recommended comprehensive-base

income tax would have been in 1964 . Further details may be found in certain

of the studies published by the Commission and referred to in these notes .

With some exceptions, the notes are numbered in the order in which they

are referred to in the tables in Chapter 35 .

RECONCILIATION OF THE ACTUAL AMOUNT OF PERSONAL INCOME TAX
REVENUE FOR 1964 TO THE REVENUE THAT WOULD HAVE RESULTED

IN 1964 UNDER CURRENT (1966) TAX LAW (TABLE 35-2 )

1 . The 1964 federal income tax accruals shown are preliminary figures for

1966 Taxation Statistics, Part One (Individual Tax Statistics for 1964),

obtained from the 1964 tax return sample supplied to us by the Department

of National Revenue . This sample did not consist of the actual income tax

returns but rather of data which were extracted from the tax returns by the

Taxation Division . No taxpayer identification was divulged . The sample thus

consists of unidentified data from each of 417,000 tax returns from whic h

the tables to be published are aggregated . Its selection is described in

1966 Taxation Statistics, Part One, p . 97 . These figures exclude taxes paid

by members of the armed forces as well as the effects of late collections

and reassessments .

2 . Personal income tax abated to the provinces was calculated as 18 per

cent of the total personal income tax before abatement, less an estimate o f

the tax on income arising in the Yukon Territory, the Northwest Territories and

outside Canada . The estimated abatement of $433 million to all the provinces

for 1964 compares with a total of $336 million in total provincial income

taxes, including amounts in excess of the abatement, accrued in 196 4

for provinces other than Quebec .

219
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3 . The 1964 personal income tax base under 1964 tax law was obtained from

the 1964 tax return sample . It represents the difference between the $14,172

million of taxable income assessed to taxpayers and the $861 million excess

of exemptions and deductions over total income assessed on non-taxable returns .

This figure does not take into account any estimate of the excess of exemp-

tions and deductions over total income assessed to persons not filing returns .

4 . The estimate of the effect of paying the old age security pension and

eliminating the $500 old age exemption to persons between the ages of 65 and

70 who filed tax returns in 1964 was based on data obtained from the source

cited in Note 1 . More than 170,000 persons in this age bracket filed tax

returns in 1964 .

5 . The estimate of deductible Canada Pension Plan premiums was based on

calculations for the average taxpayer in each of 19,370 classes into which

the 417,000 tax returns in the sample were aggregated . The classification of

returns is described in Appendix B to this Volume . It was assumed that all wages

of taxpayers in 1964 were fully subject to assessment for Canada Pension Plan

contributions . Self-employed persons paying less than maximum contribution s

on employment income were assumed to pay both employer and employee premiums

on income from self-employment to the extent necessary to bring premiums paid

by and for the taxpayer up to the maximum . The detailed calculations are

described in computer programmes in J . Bossons, A General Income Tax Analyzer,

a study published by the Commission and hereinafter referred to as Analyzer .

6 . In calculating the tax on the revised 1964 personal income tax base,

adjustments were made for changes enacted between 1964 and 1966 in the scope

of the personal income tax base and 1964 tax rates were used . The tax was

aggregated from calculations for average taxpayers in each of 19,370 classes

as described in J . Bossons, Analyzer . The tax includes old age security tax

as well as personal income tax before abatements to the provinces . The $2,T79

million of tax on the revised base is $36 million less than what was actually

accrued in 1964 on the unadjusted tax base .

App . A
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7. The revenue loss of $103 million resulting from changes in tax rates is

an estimate of the effect of the 20 per cent reduction, up to a maximum of

$20, in personal income tax before abatement to the provinces enacted in 1966,

and is based on calculations cited in Note 6 .

8 . "Sample averaging errors" consist of an estimate of the effect of cal-

culating the taxes accrued in 1964 from averages for each of the 19,370

classes into which the 1964 tax return sample was classified, rather than

calculating the tax accrued on each tax return in the sEmple individually .

The estimate is based on calculations described in the listing of sub-

routine SUMDAT in J . Bossons, Analyzer .

CHANGES IN THE 1964 CORPORATION
TAX BASE (TABLE 35-4 )

9 . The 1964 corporation tax base for companies taxable under the current

tax law was obtained from preliminary figures for Table I of 1966 Taxation

Statistics, Part Two, supplied to us by the Department of National Revenue .

10 . The estimate of the percentage depletion allowances deducted by tax-

payers with income from mining and petroleum in 1964 was obtained from pre-

liminary figures for Table 4 of .1966 Taxation Statistics, Part Two supplied

to us by the Department of National Revenue .

11 . Unpublished figures supplied by the Department of National Revenue

indicate that in recent years the amounts deducted under the three-year

exemption for new mines have been approximately the same as the total

depletion allowance claimed on income from mining and petroleum operations .

12 . Our estimate of the effect of eliminating special provisions defining

the taxable income of life insurance companies was based upon figures

supplied by the Department of Insurance . Chapter 24 contains further

details of the proposals that affect this estimate and of the composition

of this change in the tax base . Since the imposition of the special branch

tax would be extended to the income of non--resident life insurance companie s

App . A
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and since the taxation of the foreign source incone of Canadian companies

should provide more revenue than the existing taxes on all life insurance

companies, we have included in this estimate all the income which would be

taxable under our proposals from the selling of life insurance in Can da .

This corporate income is distributed approximately as follows : federal

companies-$100 million ; non-resident companies -$40 million ; provincial

companies and fraternal benefit societies-$10 million .

13 . Our estimate of the effect of other changes in the definition of the

income of financial institutions was based upon information supplied by the

Department of Insurance, the Inspector General of Banks and the Department

of National Revenue . This amount does not include the transitional adjust-

ments that would be required to reduce the balances of the reserves for tax

purposes as at the effective date of the legislation implementing our

proposals . An estimate of the latter figure is included in the amounts set

out for the transitional period in Chapter 35 .

14 . The effect of including capital gains and losses realized by corpo-

rations in the corporation tax base was estimated on the basis of United

States data on capital gains and losses reported by corporations in different

industries . Our estimate of a $200 million increase in the tax base repre-

sents less than 5 per cent of total corporate profits before tax and excluding

such gains, compared to the United States average of more than 8 per cent .

Some details of how this estimate was derived are presented in G . R . Conway,

The Taxation of Capital Gains, a study published by the Commission. This

amount reflects the proposal that all so-called "nothings" should become

deductible .

15 . An estimate was made by the Commission staff of the minimum amount that

would be added to the tax base from, among other things, a reduction of tax

avoidance . This estimate took into account our proposals concerning foreign

source income, increased reporting requirements, increased audit work by the

tax authorities and elimination of other avenues for tax avoidance and ta x

minimization . App . A
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16 . An estimate was made by the Commission staff of the effect of the

recommended 100 per cent capital cost allowance to be allowed to companies

which qualify as new and small businesses as defined in Chapter 22 . An

acceleration of capital cost allowances should not in principle affect the

tax base in the long run, as it would represent only a more rapid write-off

of amounts that would be deductible in any event . However, as it could be

expected that new and small companies would continue to be formed at an in-

creasing rate, an acceleration of write-offs would in fact reduce tax revenues,

the amount of loss being dependent upon the increase in qualified capital ex-

penditures over the amount that qualified in the prior year .

17 . The effect of extending the carry-forward period applicable to corporate

losses was estimated by the Commission staff . This amount reflects only the

business losses of corporations . An estimate of capital losses was deducted

in arriving at the amount of net capital gains as set out in Note 14 . This

estimate was based on figures for total losses and for losses deducted as

reported in Taxation Statistics for the taxation years 1950 and 1964 .

CORPORATE SOURCE INCOME ATTRIBUTABLE TO RESIDENT
INDIVIDUALS IN 1964 (TABLE 35-5 )

18 . Estimates presented in Table 50, Nation&1 Accounts Income and Expenditure

.1964, indicate that dividends paid to residents of Canada who were individuals,

trustees of Registered Retirement'Income Plans and charitable organizations

(hereinafter referred to as "residents") were 47 per cent of the total

dividends paid to residents and non-residents in 1964 . The $610 million

shown for 1964 in the National Accounts for dividends paid to residents

exceeds the sum of the $451 million that was reported on the tax returns of

individuals and the $50 million that we estimate was received by charitable

organi zations and those financial .intermediaries, primarily pensio n

funds, that are classed as persons in the National Accounts . We

assume the difference to be primarily unreported dividend income ; this

compares to the approximately 10 per cent of total dividend income estimated

to be unreported in 1958 in the United States by D . M . Holland, Dividends

App. A
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Under the Income Tax, Princeton : Princeton University Press, 1962 . In

the 1965 edition of the National Accounts the figures for dividend payments

to residents and non-residents in 1964 were revised . The estimate of divi-

dends paid to Canadian persons was increased to $677 million and the per-

centage of these dividends to total dividends became 49 per cent . The

procedure we have followed for grossing-up the actual dividends reported by

individuals filing tax returns to a figure equal to the portion of corpo-

ration profits attributable to resident individuals means that any currently

unreported dividends from resident companies are included in our estimates

of the comprehensive tax base . This procedure is discussed in Note 28 .

We have assumed that the percentage of total corporate source income

attributable to residents was 4T per cent . That is, we have assumed

that average pay7out ratios were approximately the same for resident and

non-resident-owned companies . We reviewed data supplied to us by the

Department of National Revenue for large private companies and the published

financial statements of several large public companies . For all these

companies we obtained estimates of the proportion of foreign ownership from

reports submitted under the Corporations and Labour Unions Returns Act ,

sx . 196~, Chapter 26 . Pay-out ratios varied greatly among companies, and

in the aggregate-the pay-put ratio was slightly higher for the portion of

profits attributable to non-residents . However, we were not able to obtain

reliable information on dividend pay-out rates for small and medium-sized

companies . Because there was not a very great .difference between the pay-

out ratios for the large companies owned by residents and for the large

companies owned by non-residents that were analyzed, we estimated that the

proportion of profits attributable to non-residents was the same as the

proportion of dividends paid to them .

We also reviewed the information on ownership ratios published in the

Report for 1962 submitted under the Corporations and Labour Unions Returns Act

and in The Canadian Balance of International Payments, 1961 and 1962 and

App . A
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International Investment Position . As these publications concern the year

1962 and not 1964 ; as the profit figures they show are not readily recon-

cilable to the amounts reported in Taxation Statistics, Part Two ; as we

encountered a number of other difficulties in attempting to use the data

presented in these publications, and as in any event the results reported

therein do not differ greatly from the percentage based upon estimated

aggregate dividend payments, we have used the figure of 4T per cent as being

the portion of the corporation tax base attributable to residents .

19 . The estimate discussed in Note 18 of the portion of the current corpo-

ration tax base attributable to residents represents an average for all

industries . Because of inter-industry differences in ownership fractions,

it is not applicable to the net increases in the corporation tax base that

would be brought about by our proposals . As a result we have used estimates

of the percentages of ownership by non-residents for each industry affected

by each major item of change in the base in order to give appropriate weight

to each change in the base in arriving at the aggregate amount attributable

to residents and non-residents respectively . The estimates that we have

used for the fraction of the non-resident interest in the tax changes are

as follows : mining and petroleum, 67 per cent ; life insurance companies ,

40 per cent ;,manufacturing, 54 per cent ; and others, an average of over

20 per cent . Because of the concentration of non-resident ownership in larger

companies, a relatively small proportion of base changes resulting fromthe

effects of extended loss carry-over provisions and of accelerated capita l

cost allowances for new and small businesses was assumed to be attributable

to non-residents . Moreover, we have adjusted our estimates to reflect the

impact of our proposals on a number of large companies in which the degree

of foreign ownership differed from the industry average .

20 . Our allowance of $100 million for the delay in the attribution of part of

the corporation tax base to resident individuals is primarily a result of the

deferment of tax on corporate income paid or attributable to Registered Retire-

ment Income Plans . In 1964 the Canadian dividends received by intermediaries who
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would generally not be taxable under our recoTnTn ndations-the trustees of

Registered Retirement Income Plans and charitable and certain other

organizations as defined in Chapter 20-totalled almost $50 million . However,

our proposals would not as a consequence have reduced the tax base by over

$200 million, the before-tax corporation income underlying these dividend s

if one assumes an average pay-out ratio of 50 per cent, because we have pro-

posed that individuals receiving benefits from Registered Retirement Income

Plans or charitable or other organizations should include such benefits in

income . The reduction in the tax base would result because the growth in

Registered Retirement Income Plans would mean that for many years benefits

paid would be less than the amounts received by the plans . In addition,

many of the benefits disbursed by charitable organizations would be received

by individuals with low incomes and therefore would not be subject to tax .

We therefore arbitrarily assumed that, at least for a number of years, the

collection of tax would be deferred on an amount equivalent to half of this

corporate source income . It was assumed that the balance of the corporate

source income underlying the dividends paid to these tax-exempt organizations

would in effect "flow through" to individual beneficiaries who received pay-

ments from these intermediaries . This portion of the corporate source income

would thus be taxable immediately .

21 . As we stated in Chapter 19 and in Appendix M to Volume 4, net capital

gains realized by resident individuals on shares of corporations were assumed

to be equal to dividends of Canadian companies reported by individuals filing

income tax returns . Because capital gains due to retentions would already be

brought into the comprehensive tax base through our integration proposals,

net capital gains or "goodwill" gains are defined as total gains less changes

in surplus as reported in published financial statements .

Data on the relative importance of dividends, retentions, and goodwill

gains for 64 Canadian companies accounting for roughly 25 per cent of total

taxable Canadian corporate income in 1964 are presented in J . Bossons,
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Rates of Return on Canadian Common Stocks : Dividends, Retentions, and

Goodwill Gains a study published by the Commission . For 26 companies

not in the resource industries, for which data covering a period of 10

years were collected, the average rate of return over the years 1955 to 1964,

weighted both by size and by degree of Canadian ownership, was 12 per cent .

Of this total return, 32 per cent was accounted for by dividends and 23

per cent by retentions ; the remaining 45 per cent resulted from accrued

goodwill gains . For 11 resource companies, the average rate of return over

this period was 11 per cent ; dividends accounted for 34 per cent of the

total return and accrued goodwill gains accounted for 45 per cent . In both

cases, capital gains resulting from the retention of earnings not now taxed

at the corporate level have been included in the retention figure because

most of such gains would be brought into the expanded corporation tax base

under our proposals . The revenue implications of taxing this income have

already been included in Table 35-4. However, some reported retentions

would still be untaxed at the corporate level, and to ignore them would to

some extent under-estimate taxable goodwill gains . Hence, an amount was

included to reflect this kind of income, as we indicate in Note 22 .

Even though the period 1955 to 1964 included several years with low

total goodwill gains or even goodwill losses for the 37 companies analyzed,

the goodwill gains for all 37 companies combined over these 10 years averaged

$569 million a year, of which $321 million was attributable to residents .

Our estimate of taxable capital gains of $451 million on all corporate stock

owned by Canadian residents is thus only 40 per cent larger than the average

goodwill gains attributable to residents from these 37 stocks alone .

For the se 37 companies, goodwill gains attributable to residents were

rpughly 130 per cent of dividends for the period 1955 to 1964 . Data were

collected over a longer period for 21 of these companies ; on the average,

goodwill gains attributable to residents were 120 per cent of dividends paid

to residents for these companies between 1945 and 1964 . Data were also
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collected for an additional 27 companies for the 4 years 1961 to 1964; for

these companies the ratio of goodwill gains attributable to residents to

dividends paid to residents was more than 35 per cent higher than the value

of the same ratio for 1961 to 1964 for the 37 companies for which a longer

period was covered . All this and other data presented in J . Bossons, Rates

of Return on Canadian Common Stocks indicate that the rates of goodwill

gains to dividends is not overly sensitive to the type of company or length

of period analyzed ; in virtually all cases of large firms owned by residents,

goodwill gains exceed dividends on shares .

We appreciate that the time period employed for this study may be part

of a period-the postwar years-when average increases in share prices were

higher than could be expected if one used a much longer time period for

analysis, for example, a period which included the depression of the 1930's .

However, net capital gains may well be a smaller multiple of dividends for

many smaller companies than the above sample would indicate . On the other

hand, we have not analyzed a number of rapidly growing companies of moderate

size which have high capital gains in relation to dividends . In any case,

our assumption that realized gains equal reported dividends produces an

amount that is substantially less than the figure that would result if the

above percentages were applied to the total dividends actually received or

attributable to resident individuals .

Because our estimates are of long-term yiel2Ls, we have assumed that

realized and accrued capital gains will be roughly equal, particularly with

respect to gains on stocks of large, widely traded firms . Additional dis-

cussion of the relationship between accrued and realized gains based upon

United States data appears in G . R . Conway, The Taxation of Capital Gain s

a study published by the Commission . Our estimates reflect our recommendation

that transfers at death should be deemed to be dispositions for tax purposes

and that losses at the corporate level should be eligible for an unlimited

carry-forward .
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In order to allow a margin for error, we have based our estimate of

taxable gains on an assumption that goodwill gains realized by individuals

are no more than equal to reported dividends . Because reported dividends

are less than actual dividends received by resident individuals, and because

we have not included dividends received by tax-exempt intermediaries (see

Note 20) in the amount to be "matched" by goodwill gains, this procedure

means that we are in fact estimating goodwill gains to be substantially

less than dividends .

22 . It was assumed in allocating the corporation tax base and tax that

95 per cent of dividends received would carry the full credit for cor-po-

ration tax paid on behalf of resident shareholders . The remaining $22 millio n

of dividends received was assumed to be paid out of surplus reported by

corporations that was not surplus for tax purposes, that is, that was

"income" that had not yet been taxed . This difference would arise primarily

because the depreciation recorded in the accounts of many companies would be

less than the capital cost allowance claimed for tax purposes . Our proposals

would mean that this would be particularly applicable to mining and petroleum

companies . Once assets were fully depreciated, the aggregate income reported

and the aggregate income taxed over the intervening years would be equal ,

but in the interim, income reported for corporate purposes would generally

exceed the income as determined for tax purposes . As corporation tax credits

would be attributed only for corporation tax actually paid, any dividends

distributed from this untaxed surplus would not carry a tax credit . We

have recommended that such dividends should be regarded as a return of capital

and should be applied to reduce the cost basis of .the shares . This procedure

would delay the imposition of tax, but when the shares were disposed of, or

disposition was deemed to take place, this amount would be brought into in-

come . Thus, we have included an amount in the tax.base to reflect the fact

that in a growing economy there will continue to be distributions from un-

taxed surplus . We allocated this amount among taxpayers in proportion to

total dividends reported .
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cHANGEs IN 1964 TAxEs AccRuED AT THE cORPORATE LEVEL
AS A RESULT OF OUR PROPOSALS (TPBLE 35-6 )

23 . Total 1964 corporation tax revenues under the current tax legislation

were assumed to be the amount actually reported in 1964 to the federal

government before deducting any provincial tax credits-for Ontario or Quebec-

or foreign tax credits . As this amount includes both the federal income

and old age security taxes and the provincial income taxes for all provinces

except Ontario and Quebec, with the abatements to these two provinces being

included in the total by adding back the provincial tax credits, it is a

slightly larger figure than would result if corporate taxable income was

subject only to the dual rate of 21 per cent and 50 per cent . This small

overstatement arises because the extra 1 per cent of tax levied by Manitoba

and Saskatchewan is included in the provincial income tax total . The 1964

total corporation income tax declared of $1,935 million was derived from

preliminary figures for Table I of 1966 Taxation Statistics, Part Two which

were supplied to us by the Department of National Revenue . The tax on

section 105 distributions was estimated to total $6 million in 1964, based

on an extrapolation of data for previous years .

24 . As is pointed out in Note 19, the figure of 47 per cent that we have

employed to estimate the portion of the present corporation tax base that

is attributable to residents cannot be similarly applied to all other amounts .

In allocating the present corporation income tax revenues among resident s

and non-residents we applied this percentage to the tax that would have been

payable if the full 50 per cent rate of tax had been applicable to all income,

and then reduced this amount to reflect the estimated impact of the dua l

.rate of corporation tax . For resident individuals $177 million was deducted

to reflect the dual rate, resulting in an attribution of a total of $854

million in corporation income taxes to resident individuals and exempt in-

stitutions . We assumed that all of the $6 million of section 105 tax was

attributable to residents .
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25 . The portion allocable to non-residents of the amount by which tax at

50 per cent on the present corporation tax base would be reduced by the

impact of the dual rate of tax was estimated to be $81 million, based on an

analysis of the distribution of non-resident ownership of companies in

different income classes reporting under the Corporations and Labour Unions

Returns Act .

26 . Corporation taxes accrued under our proposals which are attributabl e

to shares owned by residents, including the trustees of Registered Retirement

Income Plans, were estimated at 50 per cent of the $2,242 million of net

corporation tax base shown in Table 35-5 as being attributable to residents .

27 . Corporation taxes accrued under our proposals which are attributable to

shares owned by non-residents were estimated at 50 per cent of the difference

between the $4,946 million of total corporation tax base shown in Table 35-4

and the $2,242 million attributed to residents as indicated in Table 35-5 .

28 . Current corporation income taxes for 1964 in the amount of $804 million

attributable to resident individuals were allocated among taxpayers in pro-

portion to the amount of the corporation tax base attributable to them . Of

the total current corporation tax base attributable to resident individuals

of $1,962 million, the before-corporation-tax equivalent of the amoun t

distributed to shareholders in section 105 allocations amounted to $67

million and was allocated among taxpayers with currently taxable income in

excess of $25,000 in proportion to dividend income reported . The balance

of the attributable corporate base was allocated among all taxpayers in

proportion to dividends received . The $6 million of tax on section 105

distributions was allocated in proportion to section 105 allocations and

added to the corporation income tax attributed to each taxpayer . The allo-

cation procedure is described in more detail in Appendix M to Volwne 4, and

in the programmes listed in J . Bossons, Analyzer a study published by the

Commission .
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THE EFFECT OF PARTICULAR REFORM ON EACH COMPONENT OF THE
GROSS PERSONAL INCOME TAX BASE FOR 1964 (TABLE 35-7 )

29 . Attributable benefits include all those amounts expended by employers

for the benefit of their employees that are not reported as salary or wages

and that are not already included in the employees' incomes as taxable bene-

fits . They also include other benefits, not now included in taxable income

that are received by individuals in exchange for services rendered or as

benefits under various kinds of income insurance plans . The estimate of

$674 million reflects only benefits attributable to individuals currently

filing tax returns . On the basis of data reported in various government

publications, it is likely that benefits under income insurance plans alone

(unemployment insurance, unemployment assistance, workmen's compensation,

accident and sickness insurance, and group life insurance) aggregate roughly

$900 million. Most of the benefits not included in our estimate would be

attributable to individuals who are not currently paying taxes and who would

not be subject to tax under our proposals .

Attributable benefits were allocated to taxable returns on the basis

of data contained in each of the individual tax returns in the sample of

417,000 tax returns provided to us by the Department of National Revenue .

Of the total of $674 million, top employee benefits amounted to $28 million,

other employee benefits to $370 million, and benefits attributable to self-

employed individuals amounted to $276 million . Top employee benefits were

estimated as 5 per cent of wages and salaries in excess of $10,000 . Other

employee benefits were estimated as 2 per cent of wages and salaries up to

a maximum of $300 for all employees receiving more than $2,500 in wage and

salary income in 1964 . Benefits attributable to self-employed individuals

were estimated at 3 per cent of expenses, other than capital cost allowances,

deducted in computing business and professional income . In all cases, total

benefits attributable to any taxpayer were limited to no more than $1,500 ;

in addition, certain other constraints were placed on all estimates to

remove possible anomalies . For full details, see the listing of the BENFTS

function in J. Bossons, Analyzer .
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30 . The amounts added to the tax base because of the inclusion of capital

gains and losses also reflect sundry other proposals we have made in order

to arrive at a comprehensive tax base, for example, the taxation of net

gambling gains . The data underlying our assumptions regarding capital gains

and losses realized on corporate stock are outlined in Note 21, where it is

pointed out that net capital gains on corporate stock were estimated at an

amount equal to dividends currently reported by resident individuals . Net

capital gains realized on the disposal of assets of unincorporated businesses

were allocated on the basis of 8 per cent of net unincorporated business income

reported on each 1964 individual tax return . Other gains, including real estate

gains, gambling gains and other minor additions to the tax base, were allocated

to individuals filing tax returns as 100 per cent of net rental income plus 15

per cent of income from fixed income securities and other Canadian non-equity

investment income . The attribution process is described in programmes listed

in J. Bossons, Analyzer . The resulting aggregate estimate of $795 million of

realized gains and losses also includes the effect of taxing non-residents on

gains and losses realized on real property in Canada and on rights thereto .

Detailed statistics are not available concerning the amounts of property

gains and losses now realized in Canada that are not subject to taxation .

lie have therefore relied to some extent on United States statistics in

arriving at an estimate of the Canadian revenues which would result from

the inclusion in income of all property gains and losses .

While the relative importance of capital gains as a source of revenue in

the United States may not have been significant a number of years ago, this is

no longer the case . For example, United States statistics indicate that while

only 2 per cent of the personal tax returns filed in 1942 showed realized capital

gains or losses, in 1962 about 9 per cent of the returns filed included this

item . The relative proportion of total personal income tax derived from capital

gains has also increased, with less than 1 per cent of personal income tax

revenues derived from this source in .1942 and about 5 per cent in 1962 . The total
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net gains reported by individuals in the United States in 1962 (the excess-of

gross gains over gross losses, before the 50 per cent exclusion for net long-

term gains and before the exclusion of non-deductible losses) amounted t o

$11 billion, which is over 3 per cent of total United States adjusted personal

gross income before the inclusion of net gains and losses .

In the five years 1960 to 1964 the United States raised on average

almost 6 per cent of the personal income tax revenues from the taxation of

capital gains, with a smaller proportion of corporation tax revenues being

attributable to this source . This revenue yield was obtained despite the

fact that in the United States realized capital gains are taxed at half rates,

up to a maximum rate of 25 per cent, and gains or losses on dispositions by

gift or bequest are specifically excluded from the income tax base . At the

same time, the deduction of capital losses is restricted in the United States .

However, some gains which are treated as capital gains in the United States

are already taxable in Cmiada .

A number of adjustments have to be made to the United States figures in

order to derive an estimate of the amount that might be expected to be

realized as property gains and .losses in Canada . However, a number of these

adjustments tend to offset one another, with the result that we would expect

the amounts shown in a special United States Treasury Department study of

capital gains in 1962 to provide a reasonable indication of what could be

expected in Canada. Detailed discuBsion of the necessary adjustments is

contained in G . R. Conway, The Taxation of Capital Gains, a study published

by the Commission . The following brief comments indicate the magnitude of

the amounts involved .

In the year of the special study, 1962, capital gains and losses were

relatively lower than in a number of other years . If the 1962 figures were

adjusted to reflect an average of the gains and losses reported in proportion

to other income over the five years 1960 to 1964, they would be increased by

over 11 per cent .
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Our review of the available material leads us to believe that the in-

clusion in income of gains and losses realized on dispositions of property

by gift or bequest, and on the disposition deemed to occur when a taxpayer

gave up his Canadian residence, would increase reported gains by a very sub-

stantial amount, as would the better reporting of gains and losses that could

be expected under our proposals because of the requirement that taxpayers

list all holdings of property . On the other hand, approximately one quarter

of the gains and one fifth of the losses realized in the United States in

1964 were from sources that would either already be taken into account under

the present Canadian system or would be excluded from income under our pro-

posals . In addition our proposals for the integration of the personal and

corporation income taxes would eliminate that portion of the gains realized

on the disposal of common shares that was attributable to .retained earnings .

If we assume that this would have eliminated half the gains realized on

common stock in the United States in 1962, the total United States gains

would have been reduced by another quarter . Also, the amount of reported

capital losses would have been increased .

We estimate that the net effect of all the above adjustments would have

been to increase the total amount of gross gains reported in the United States

in 1962 by 35 per cent to 40 per cent and of gross losses by over 10 per cent .

We refer to gross gains and gross losses as we propose that the full amount of

gains and losses realized should be included in the comprehensive tax base .

An adjustment is also required to reflect the fact that on average

Canadians realize a lower proportion of their income in the form of investment

income than do United States citizens . Thus, it would be expected that the

proportions of realized gains and losses to other income would generally be

lower in Canada than in the United States . We have used the relative amounts

of dividend income received as a basis for estimating what the relative pro-

portions would be for gains and losses . Not only are the amounts of dividends

reported a better basis for comparison between the two countries than the amount s
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for investment income generally, because of the United States exemption for

state and local government bond interest, but also it could be expected that

realized gains and losses would more closely parallel dividend income than

an amount that included income from fixed income securities . In Canada

dividend income amounts to about 1 .7 per cent of income (as that term is

currently understood), while in the United States it amounts to about 3 .2

per cent of adjusted gross income before including net gains and losses .

Thus, in both cases the percentage is calculated on a figure which is

determined without taking gains and losses into account . While Canadians

with income between $10,000 and $25,000 appear to derive more of their income

in the form of dividends than do United States citizens in the same income

bracket, the balance of Canadians have relatively less dividend income .

Applying all of the above adjustments would mean that the United States

figure for total net gains (gross gains less gross losses) of 3 .2 per cent

of adjusted gross income before such gains and losses were taken into account

would be reduced under our proposals to the equivalent of about 2 .7 per cent

of income assessable under Canadian tax law . Applying this percentage to the

$27 billion of assessable income reported in Canada in 1964, and adding to

the result approximately $70 million for other small additions to the tax

base of resident individuals, including net gambling gains, and for net

gains on real property realized by non-residents, would result in a net

amount of gains and losses realized by individuals of about $800 million .

31 . Increases in investment income were estimated by reconciling estimates

based on individual tax return data with aggregate estimates based on other

sources .

Unreported interest was assumed to be 70 per cent of reported non-dividend

Canadian personal investment income-up to a maxim= of $1,000 for each tax-

payer, resulting in an aggregate estimate of $377 million . This increase

in the base was equivalent .to about 50 per cent of non-dividend Canadian

investment income . "Non-dividend Canadian investment income" excluded
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income from dividends and annuities but included non-dividend income

from trusts ; the increase in the tax base resulting from the inclusion of

unreported interest amounted in the aggregate to 58 per cent of "non-dividend

Canadian investment income" less non-dividend income from trusts . On the

basis of estimates made in the United States by D. M . Holland, "Unreporting

of Dividends and Interest on Tax Returns", Volume 2, Tax Revision Compendium,

Washington : United States Governm nt Printing Office, 1959, P . 1397, and of

discussions with the Department of National Revenue, we believe that the

improved reporting requirements we recommend and the proposed partial accrual

approach should increase reported interest income by more than 60 per cent

so that the estimates we have used probably understate the amount of the

total increase . The Holland paper estimated that i1n eported interest actually

exceeded reported interest in the United States in 1957 . Reported interest

in the United States is reduced by the exemption for state and local bond

interest, but even after adjusting for this amount Professor Holland esti-

mated that unreported interest on average exceeded 90*per cent of the amount

that would be equivalent to interest reported in Canada . For persons with

adjusted gross income of under $7,000, this figure was estimated to be 110

per cent .

Information supplied to us by the Department of Insurance indicates that

the amounts to be included in the income of Canadian life insurance policy-

holders for policyholder investment income and participating dividends would

total about $500 million . We allocated these items in accordance with a base

defined as 4 times non-dividend Canadian investment income plus currently

assessable income in excess of $3,000, reduced by 30 per cent for taxpayers

over 65 years of age to reflect a likely reduction in attributable policy-

holder investment income for such taxpayers . The two items combined were

estimated at about 1.7 per cent of this adjusted base . The precise estimating

procedure is detailed in J . Bossons, Analyzer . The resulting aggregate esti-

mates of policyholder participating dividends and investment income attributed

to policyholders amounted to $174 million and $312 million, respectively. We
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have employed figures lower than the aggregate estimated change in the tax

base because some of the amounts would be attributable to individuals who

would not pay taxes either under the current system or under our proposals .

The $4 million entry under "Income From Corporate Shares" in Table 35-7

represents stockholder depletion allowances which would not be deductible under

our proposals. Based on a detailed analysis of 1961 tax return data for an un-

identified group of upper income taxpayers, stockholder depletion allowances

were assumed to be 33 per cent of investment expenses claimed by taxpayers

with investment expenses aver $600 and dividend income in excess of $2,000 .

32 . Figures supplied by the Department of National Revenue show that gifts

reported in 1964 on taxable and non-taxable returns totalled approximately

$165 million. Table 2, 1965 Taxation Statistics, Part Two, shows that the

aggregate net value of estates for the 1964-65 fiscal year was $818 million.

Based upon figures reported in Volumes I and III of the 1964 Annual Report

of the Superintendent of Insurance for Canada, we estimate that the amount of

death claims paid under life insurance policies to Canadians that were not

included in the net value of estates mentioned above exceeded $225 million.

To these figures must be added that portion of those gifts and bequests that

is not now subject to tax, either because of the exclusions provided under

the gift or estate tax legislation or because they are received from non-

residents, and that exceeds the exclusions we propose . More explicit legis-

lation and stricter reporting requirements should also reduce tax avoidance .

From the total amount of estimated gifts and bequests exceeding the proposed

exclusion for small amounts must be deducted an estimate of the amount of

transfers that would be received by tax units who did not file tax returns

in 1964 and who would continue to be non-taxable under our proposals . The

-foregoing factors would result in an estimate for transfers, in excess of

exclusions, to individuals filing tax returns of about $2,000 million . From

this amount there mast be deducted an estimate of transfers within the family

unit. Based upon information contained in Carl S. Shoup, Federal Estate and

Gift Taxes, Washington: Brookings Institution, 1965, and upon data provided
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by the Ontario Committee on Taxation, we have reduced the above estimate of

$2,000 million by 40 per cent to arrive at an estimate for taxable gifts and

bequests received from outside the family unit as we have defined it . The

allocation of the resultant $1,200 million aggregate estimate among individual

taxpayers is described in the programme listing provided in J Bossons,

Analyzer . In our estimates of incidence under the present tax system, exis
-
ting

taxes on gifts and bequests were allocated in proportion to estimated gifts

received .'

33 . The amount of child support transfer payments to be added to the tax

base consists of family allowances, family assistance payments and youth allow-

ances . The total payments received were estimated for each tax return filed

on the basis of estimates of the number of children receiving family allowances

and of the number of other dependants claimed by each taxpayer computed from

total exemptions claimed and from additional marital status data . The estimating

procedure is summarized in J . Bossons, Analyzer particularly in the notes to

Table B-6 and in the listings of subroutines FAMPAR and BASAW . In projecting

family characteristics and family and youth allowances from the estimates o f

the numbers of each type of exemptions claimed it was assumed that 70 per cent

of dependants for whom $550 exemptions were claimed were dependent children

if the claiming taxpayer filed as married, that 30 per cent of these dependants

were eligible for youth allowances of $120 a year . It was also assumed that

family allowances received for each eligible child amounted to $80 .60 a year .

These assumptions*are based on figures contained in The National Finances

1964-65 and 1965-66, Toronto : Canadian Tax Foundation . On the basis of the

417,000 tax return sample, these assumptions imply aggregate estimates of

5 .l20,OOO dependants eligible for family allowances and 489,000 dependants

eligible for youth allowances for the 6,720,000 individuals filing tax returns .

Family allowance and youth assistance payments of approximately $120 million

are not included in the estimate . This amount represents the child support

transfer payments which are received by family units who currently do not

file tax returns and who even under our proposals would continue to have

incomes of less than the allowed exclusions :
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34 . There is almost no information available on which to base an estimat e

of the revenue implications of the proposals affecting unincorporated business

income . The recommended accelerated depreciation for new and small businesses

would be of relatively less value for the average unincorporated business than

for the average small corporation, since over three quarters of the income of

unincorporated businesses is derived by businesses in the service, retail or

wholesale trade industries where the proportion of depreciable assets t o

total assets is generally smaller than for other industries . It would also

appear that relatively small amounts of losses are now ineligible for

deduction because of the limit on the loss carry-forward and the limit to

one year on their deduction from other income . Also, our proposed limit

on the deduction of "hobby business" losses would increase tax revenues .

Again we assume both increases and decreases in revenue from the changes in

the definition of business income for tax purposes and an increase in revenue

from the elimination of many tax avoidance techniques .

Our aggregate estimate of a $56 million reduction in the tax base has

been pro-rated over individual tax returns generally in proportion to total

net income from unincorporated business reported on each return . The major

portion of this figure, $49 million, represents our estimate of the effect

of the recommended accelerated capital cost allowances for new and small

businesses, and is allocated to individuals as 5 per cent of the net income

from unincorporated business for each individual filing a tax return . The

net effect of the proposals affecting the deductibility of business losses was

assumed to be equivalent to allowing the deduction of five times the actual

prior year's business loss deducted on each tax return in 1964, resulting in

an estimated aggregate reduction in the personal income tax base of $7

million .

35 . Additional employment expenses deductible, in excess of those that are

already deductible under the present legislation, were estimated for each

tax return in the 1964 Taxation Statistics sample from data on age, wage s
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and salaries received, and union and professional dues deducted in 1964 .

The analysis is shown in detail in the programme listings of functions

EWLXPj OPXDED, and UICON presented in J . Bossons, Analyzer . Based on an

assumption that 73 per cent of taxpayers reporting wage and salary income

are covered by unemployment insurance, application of the standard method

of computing unemployment insurance premiums yielded an estimate of $150

million for aggregate premiums paid by individuals filing tax returns in

1964 . We estimated that an additional $622 million would become deductible

under the general allowance of expenses incurred to earn employment income .

Most of this total would result from the provision of the optional 3 per

cent employment expense allowance, while the balance would be deducted

through the claiming of specific expenses aggregating more than the 3 per

cent of income .

36. As is shown in Table 35-5, the total 1964 corporation tax base attributable

to resident individuals under our proposals would be $2,142 million . As is

stated in Note 22, it was assumed that 95 per cent of dividends received by

residents would carry a credit for corporation tax paid and would be grossed-

up to include such tax . Deducting these dividends from the corporate base

attributable to individuals resulted in an estimated net addition to th e

income of resident individuals of $1,714 million . From this amount the

net increase of $18o million in the corporation tax base attributable to

resident individuals, which is shown separately, was deducted to show the

effect of integration alone . The remaining sum of $1,534 million was allo-

cated among persons filing tax returns in the manner described in Note 28 .

37. The method of determining the increase in the integrated corporation

tax base is described in Note 19 . It was allocated among persons filing

tax returns in the manner described in Note 28 .
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INCREASE IN THE PERSONAL INCOME TAX BASE AS A RESULT OF PARTICULAR
REFORMS IN CONCESSIONARY ALLOWANCES AND FAMILY EXEMPTIONS

DEDUCTED IN COMPUTING TAXABLE INCOME (TABLE 35-9 )

38 . The amount of personal exemptions was derived by estimating for each

tax return the number of $1,000 exemptions claimed. These in turn were

estimated for each return filed from data on the total exemptions claimed and

marital status reported, as described in the notes to Table B-6 in J . Bossons,

Analyzer . These estimates imply a total of 6,66o,000 basic $1,000 and

$2,000 exemptions claimed by a total of 6,720,000 individuals filing tax

returns in 1964 ; the balance of 60,000 returns is accounted for by partially

non-resident taxpayers . It should be noted that this number is overstated

as a result of the Department's practice of understating total exemptions

for partially non-resident taxpayers by the amount by which the standard

deduction, if taken, has to be increased to make it equivalent to the full

standard deduction .

The estimates of exemptions were obtained from data on each return in

the 1964 sample ; the only published data which can be used as the basis for

such estimates are those contained in Table 7 of 1966 Taxation Statistics.,

Part One, which excludes non-taxpayers .

39 . The estimate of exemptions for dependants was obtained in the manner

described in Note 33 . The underlying estimates made for each taxpayer imply

a total of 5,120,000 dependants receiving family allowances and 1,450,000

other dependants .

40 . Deductible educational expenses consist of tuition expenses in excess

of $25 under current tax law; they are assumed to be 90 per cent of mis-

cellaneous deductions excluding investment expenses and prior year business

losses .

41 . The proposal to eliminate the special $500 exemption for individuals

of age 70 or more and for persons who are blind or confined to a bed or

wheelchair would increase the tax base of individuals filing tax returns
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in 1964 by at least $142 million . This amount excludes the deductions

formerly allowed to those from 65 to 69 years of age, which are

reflected in Table 35-2 . The estimate is based on the 1966 Taxation

Statistics, Part One, in which it is reported that about 265,000 individuals

filing tax returns in 1964 were age 70 or more . In addition more than 15,000

individuals would have claimed the $500 exemption for being blind or confined

to a bed or wheelchair .

The amount of medical expenses claimed would be decreased by the proposed

limitation of the deduction to amounts paid by the taxpayer directly, instead

of continuing to allow the deduction of amounts paid by insurers on behalf of

the taxpayer . Because the 3 per cent floor would continue to apply, most

taxpayers would find that their premium payments plus expenditures on non-

insured medical costs would not exceed the limitations by very much-if at

all . However) we have assumed that the increase in the base resulting from

this change would be almost completely offset by the additional itemizing

of medical expenses that would result from reducing the $100 standard deduc-

tion to $50 and limiting its applicability to charitable donations alone .

However, the tax base woul.d be increased by the proposed elimination

of the special exemptions for the blind and disabled . We have included

a net increase in the tax base of $7 million to reflect these changes

in deductible medical expenses .

42 . Our estimates of the change in the tax base resulting from our proposals

for the control-and definition of charitable donations and the reduction of

the standard deduction are described in the programmes listed in J. Bossons,

Analyzer . Of the total addition to the tax base of $356 million for these

items, $228 million is estimated to be derived from the reduction in the

standard deduction from $100 to $50, after assuming that 20 per cent of the

reduction would be offset by an increase in the amount of charitable donations

reported and claimed .
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TAX CREDITS APPLICABLE TO PERSONAL INCOME TAXES
FOR RESIDENTS IN 1964 (TABLE 35-11)

43 . The amount of tax credits for dependants has been based on data for

numbers Of dependants estimated by the procedure described in Note 33 . For

1964 dependent children of all individuals filing tax returns were estimated

to total 6J.135,000 ; other dependants were estimated to total 435,000 .

44 . On the basis of an assumed average tuition expense of $400 per eligible

taxpayer, tuition expenses have been assumed to be slightly larger than

educational expenses estimated in the manner discussed in Note 40 . The esti-

mate of the number of students whose tuition expenses were deductible for

each taxpayer was based on this assil d average tuition expense and the total

tax credits were calculated for each eligible taxpayer as $400 per student,

$300 for living expenses and $100 for tuition expenses . Because tuition

expenses are currently deductible only if the taxpayer was himself enrolled

in a post-secondary educational institution, it was assumed that all such

taxpayers would be eligible for the credit for living expenses, which would

be limited to taxpayers outside the family unit . Details of the calcula-

tions are provided by the programmes listed in J . Bossons, Analyzer .

45 . Credits applicable to income components include foreign tax credits of

$14 million and credits for working wives of $49 million. In order to

arrive at the amount which might be claimed under this provision, we assil d

that all married female taxpayers filing as single for tax purposes were

working mothers . More precise estimates would need data prepared on a

family tax unit basis .

46 . Current corporation taxes attributable to resident individuals were

allocated as described in Note 28 . This amount does not include the allow-

ance for the net effect of extending the corporation tax credit to certain

tax-exempt intermediaries (Note 20) .
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TOTAL PERSONAL INCONE TAXES UNDER THE CURRENT AND

PROPOSED TAX SYSTEMS (TABLE 35-13 )

47 . Unused credits are the result of a taxpayer's being eligible for tax

credits which are greater than the tax payable before credits are applied .

48 . The effect of aggregating income in family tax units cannot properly

be estimated without classifying and merging the separate tax returns of

individuals presumed to be members of a family unit . This projection is

based on the results of a matching run done by the Department of National

Revenue on its taxpayer identification file to obtain a cross-classification

of paired husbands and wives and matched children and parents, all classified

by income class . The estimate is based on reported currently taxable income

and to some extent is understated by not being based-on our concept of

comprehensive income .

49. This effect of our proposals for additional income averaging procedures

is based on a crude adjustment of an estimate prepared for the Department

of Finance of the effect of a general averaging proposal that involved no

restrictions on the required amount of variation in income .
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APPENDIX B

CALCULATION OF THE CHANGE WHICH WOULD OCCUR UNDER OUR PROPOSALS
IN THE MUM PAID BY SVEN SAMPLE GRCUPS OF TAXPAYERS

The purpose of this appendix is twofold :

1. To show in detail in a number of examples how ta~xes have been calculated

for each group of taxpayers in the sample underlying our revenue esti-

mates .

2 . To set out the basic data underlying all calculations for these example

groups so that the data can be used as the basis for subsequent illustra-

tions of the way in which various summary tables have been prepared .

In order to reduce the number of calculations to be made, the 417,000

personal income tax returns for 1964 in the-1966 Taxation Statistics sample

were classified into a smaller number of groups . Tax returns were classified

by income, by a "preliminary family status" variable reflecting ma ital and

family status and the work status of the taxpayer's spouse, by a "dependant

status" variable reflecting the total number of dependants and the number

claimed by the taxpayer to be eligible for family allowances, by a combined age/

occupation/sex variable, and by whether the taxpayer did or did not pay taxe s

in 1964 . The number of classes in each classification was as follows :

47 income classes

7 "preliminary family status" classes

15 "dependant status" classe s

26 age/occupation/sex classes

2 tax-paying status classes

Thus, a total of 256,46o different cross-classifications of tax returns was

possible . In facti, because no tax returns were found to accord with parti-

cular combinations of characteristics in a large number of cases, it turned

out that classifying 1964 tax returns in this 'way resulted in 19,370 groups

of one or more taxpayers l/ . The variables underlying the classification
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of taxpayers are shown in Table B-1, which presents the range of values o f

each variablt- for each of the seven groups shown as examples in this appendix .

Data from individual 1964 tax returns falling within each classification

were aggregated to collect 46 variables for each of these 19,370 groups . The

data collected for the seven groups chosen as examples are presented in

Table B-2 .

The calculation of average taxes under the current and proposed tax

systems for each of the seven example groups is shown in Tables B-3 to B-9

inclusive . These tables show our estimates of the major effects of our

proposals for. each component of income and for each major categor y

of concessionary allowances and tax credits for the average taxpayer in

each group . The change in total direct taxes shown in these tables excludes

the effect of the deferment of tax on the investment income of Registered

Retirement Income Plans allocable to each taxpayer . The assumptions on which

our estimates are based are summ ized in Appendix A to .this Volume ; a

complete description is provided by program listings presented,in a study

published by the Commission 2/ . Needless to say, our estimates are forecasts

of what would happen .on the average and are not necessarily accurate in parti-

cular cases .

The income components shown in Tables B-3 to B-9 inclusive consist of

income frcm each source included in the personal income tax base, and have

been adjusted to take account of changes in tax law between 1964 and 1966 .

Income not currently included in the personal income tax base but currently

taxed through other direct taxes is reflected in the amounts reported for

purposes of those taxes . Given total income, concessionary allowances, and

tax credits allowed under each system for the average taxpayer in each class,

personal income taxes payable are calculated using 1966 tax rates under the

current system and the rate schedule presented in Chapter 11 under the pro-

posed system . Other taxes are allocated in accordance with the assumptions

sunme ized in Appendix A to this Volume .
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In several subsequent appendices, totals are shown for all taxpayers

classified into 20 income classes, which are defined in Table B-10 . These

income classes are based on comprehensive income rather than on currently

taxable income because of the more accurate measurement of economic power

provided by the former .

Summary data for the average taxpayer in each of the seven example

groups are shown in Table B-11 . This table also classifies these examples

by comprehensive income class .
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REFERENCES

Ij The classification of the sample is discussed in detail in

J. Bossons, A General Income Tax Analyzer, a study published

by the Commission and hereinafter referred to as Analyzer.

.g/ J. Bossons, Analyzer .
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TABLE B-3

Deductions

Pension contributions

Retirement savings

Net medical expenses

Charitable donations

Standard deductions

Alimony paid

Other deductions

Total deductions

CALCULATION OF TAXES FOR THE AVERAGE TAXPAYER IN EXAMPLE GROUP 1

Under the Under the
Current Proposed
System System Income

1 . Wages and salaries

2 . Employment expense deduction s

134 $ 134

79 79

44 43

76 59

58 32

4 4

18 22

413 353

Family exemptions 2,300

Total deductions and
family exemptions $2,713 $35 3

Tax Credit s

1 . Credits for dependants - $ 100
2 . Dividend tax credits 1

3 . Refundable credits for

corporation income tax -

4 . Other tax credits 1 18

Total tax credits 2 $ L26

3 . Professional income

4 . Commoission incom e

5 . Attributable benefit s

6 . Farming and fishing income

7 . Dividend s

B . Other corporate incom e

9 . Capital gains on share s

10 . Unincorporated business incom e

11 . Net rental income

12 . Other Canadian investment
income

13 . Non-business capital gain s

14 . Foreign investment income

15, Deductions from investment
income

16 . Gifts and bequests

17 . Transfer payments

18 . Alimony received

19 . Miscellaneous income

Total income

Less : total deductions and
family exemption s

Taxable income

Tax Calculation

Personal income tax
before tax credit s

Less : total tax credit s

Personal income tax including
old age security tax

Corporation income tax

Taxes on gifts and
bequests receive d

Total direct taxes

Under the Under the
Current Proposed
System System

$ 5,716 $ 5,716

(12) (2o4 )

9 9

11 5

(2) (2)

4 4

1

13

4

(10) (10)

5 io 6

(9)

(1) (1)
3 1

8 1

15 15

$5,725 $5,868

2,713 353

0 ~012 AL51-~

$522 $555

2

$521

6

126

$429

8

$528 $437

Note: So~ columns do not add to totals due to rounding .
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TABLE B-4

Deductions

CALCULATION OF TAXES M-R THE AVEMAGE TAXPAYER 111 EXAMPLE GROUP 2

Under the Under the
Current Proposed
System System

1 . Pension contributions $35P

2 . Retirement savings 89

3 . Net medical expenses 2

4 . Charitable donations 16 3

Standard deductions5 .

6 . Alimony paid

7, Other deductions

Total d~ducLionr

6 1

4 1

,(o8

Family exemptions 1 .99 2

Total deductions an d
family exemptions $2,700

Income

Under the Under the

Current Proposed

System System

1 . Wages and salaries $11,318

2 . Employment expense deductions (6)

3 . Professional income 3 7

4 . Commission income 615 613

5 ., Attributable benefits

6 . Farming and fishing income

293

7 . Dividends 19 19

8 . Other corporate incom e

9 . Capital pains on shares

71

19

10 . Unincor~orated business income (1) (3)

11 . Net rental incom e

12, Other Canadian investment
income 479 1,056

13 . Non-business capital gains 72

14 . Foreign investment income 3 3

15 . Deductions from investmen t
income (13) (1-3)

16, Gifts and bequests 1,550

17 . Transfer payment s

18 . Alimony received

19 . Miscellaneous income 1 1

Total income $i2,45o $14,666

$352

89

(I )

14 1

3 4

4

61g

$61 .9

Less : total deductions and
family exemptions 2,700 619

Taxable imcom $9,750 IL~ ~04

Tax Credit s

1 . Credits for dependant s

2 . Dividend tax credits 4

3 . Refundable credits for
corporation income ta x

4 . Other tax credits 40

Total tax credits L44

Tax Calculatio n

Personal income tax
before tax credit s

less : total tax credits

$2,195 $2,398

44 12 3

Personal income tax includin g

old age security tax 2,152 2,275

Corporation income tax

Taxes on gifts and
bequests receive d

Total direct taxes

33 4 5

207

J~~2 1?_U~

Note : Some columns do not add to totals due to rounding .
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TABLE B- 5

CALCULATION OF TAXES FOR THE AVERAGE TAXPAYER IN EXM(PLE GROUP 3

Under the Under the
Current Proposed

Deductions System System

1 . Pension contributions $ 146 $ 146

2. Retirement savings 1,248 1,248

3 . Net medical expenses 4 4

4. Charitable donations 787 771

5 . Standard deductions 8 5

6 . Alimony paid

7 . Ortber deductions 2

Total deductions $2,195 $2,174

Family exemptions 3 .648

Total deductions and
family exemptions $5,843 $2,174

Income

1 . Wages and salaries

2 . Employment expense deductions

3 . Professional incom e

4 . commission incom e

5 . Attributable benefits

6, Farming and fishing income

7 . Dividends

8 . Other corporate income

9 . Capital gains on share s

10 . Unincorporated business income

11 . Net rental incom e

1.2 . Other Canadian investment
incom e

13 . Non-business capital gains

14 . Foreign investment income

15 . Deductions from investment
income

16 . Gifts and bequests

17 . Transfer payments

18 . Alimony received

_19 . Miscell aneous income

Total Income

Tax Calculation

Less : total deductions and
family exemptions 5,843 2,174

Taxable income

$ 370

2 . Dividend tax credits 18

Tax Credit s

1 . Credits for dependants

3. Refundable credits for
corporation income tax

4 . Other tax credits

314

Total tax credits $ -.L8

Under the Under the
Current Proposed
System System

$ 1,461 $ 1,461

(11) (70)

27,765 27,765

1,020 1,020

62 3

(149) (149)

124 124

510

124

1,719 1,8o8

18 18

22 4

3

932

51

3

(48) (48)

5,994

443

3 3

$32,129 $4o,611

.t2~28 6 "A~4L7

Personal income tax
before tax credits $9,31.3 $10,483

less : total tax credits 18 685

Personal income tax including

old age security tax $9,295 $ 9,798

Corporation income tax

Taxes on gifts and
bequests receive d

Total direct taxes

24o 314

832

Note : Some columns do not add to totals due to rounding .
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TABIE B- 6

Deductions

1 . Pension contributions

2 . Retirement savings

3 . Net medical expenses

4 . Charitable donations

5 . Standard deductions

6 . Alimony paid

7 . Other deductions

Total deductions

Famil exemptions

Total deductions and
family e)mmptions

Tax Credit s

1 . Credits for dependants

2 . Dividend tax credit s

3 . Refundable credits for
corporation income tax

4 . Other tax credits

Total tax credits

CALCUIATION OF TAXES FOR THE AVERAGE TAXPAYER IN EXAMPLE GROUP 4

Under the Under the
Current Proposed
System System Income

1. Wages and salaries

2. Employment expense deductions

3 . Professional income

4 . Commission income

Under the Under the
Current Proposed
System System

$ 6,235 $ 6,23 5$ 93 $ 93

329

750 744

17 9

1,189 1,175

3,167

$4,356 $1,175

$ - 4 340

2,4o 2

- 33,257

16 16

t!=418

Note : Some columns do not add to totals due to rounding .

(219)

5 . Attributable benefits - 125

6 . Farming and fishing income 362 362

7 . Dividends 12,341 13,133

8 . Other corporate income - 54,o3B

9 . Capital gains on shares - 13,133

10 . Unincorporated business income (30 )

1.1 . Net rental income 2,177 2,177

12. Other Canadian investment
income 10,102 12,316

18 . Alimony received

19 . Miscellaneous income

13 . Non-business capital gains - 3,692

14. Foreign investment income 108 108

15 . Deductions from investment
income (1,609) (1,609)

16 . Gifts and bequests 12,726

17 . Transfer payments 403

Total income $29,715 $116,589

Less : total deductions an d
family exemptions 4,356 1,175

Taxable income $2WZ $=115.1:41.=4

Tax Calculation

Personal income tax
before tax credit s

Less : total tax credits

$8,850 $46,384

2 .418 2LL~

Personal income tax including
old age security tax

Corporation income tax

Taxes on gifts and
bequests receive d

Total direct taxes

$6,432 $12,771

25,473 33,257

1 .

$2L261 $ 4~6028
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TABLE B-7

Under the Under the
Current Proposed

Deductions System System

1 . Pension contributions $ 674 $ 674

2 . Retirement savings 165 165

3 . Net medical expenses 4 4

4 . Charitable donations 577 559

5 . Standard deductions 39

6 . Alimony pai d

7 . Other deductions

Total deductions $1,459

Family exemptions 2,54 4

Total deductions an d
family exemptions $4,003

Under the Under the
Gurre nt Propose d

Income System System

1 . Wages and salaries $52,034 $52,034

2 . Employment expense deductions - (1,532 )

3 . Professional income

4 . Commission income

5 . Attributable benefits

6 . Farming and fishing income

364 364

1,500

7 . Dividends 3,o42 3,607

8 . Other corporate income 14,842

9 . Capital gains on shares - 3 1607

10 . Unincorporated business income 153 105

11 . Net rental income 1,219 1,219

12 . Other Canadian investment
income 1,61o 3,707

13 . Non-business capital gains 1,46o

14 . Foreign investment income 8 8

15 . Deductions from investment
income

16 . Gifts and bequests

17 . Transfer payments

18 . Alimony received

19 . Miscellaneous income

Total income

Less : Total deductions and
family exemptions

Taxable income

Tax Credit s

1 . Credits for dependants

CALCULATION OF TAXES FOR ZiE AVERAGE TAXPAYER IN EXAMPLE GROUP 5

21

$1, 424

$1,424

$ 16o

2. Dividend tax credits 61g

3 .
9,135

4

$9,299

Refundable credits for

corporation income tax

4 . Other tax credits

Total tax credits $ 624

Tax Calculations

Personal Income tax
Defore tax credit s

Less : total tax credits

Personal income tax including
old age security ta x

Corporation income tax

Taxes on gifts and bequests
received

Total direct taxes

(1,147) (1,147)

16,19 7

16 1

34 34

$57,518 $96,167

4,005 1,424

$55,315 $94,74 3

$23,493 $36,iol

624 9,299

$22,869 $26,802

6,997 9,135

2,25 4

$32,120 $35,95 7

Note : Some columns do not add to totals due to rounding .
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TABLE 13-8

Deductions

1 . Pension contributions

2 . Retirement saving s

3 . Net medical expenses

4 . charitable donations

5- Standard deductions

6 . Alimony pai d

7 . Other deductions

Total deductions

Family exemptions

Total deductions and
family exemptions

CALCULATION OF TAXES FOR THE AVERAGE TAXPAYER IN EXAMPLE GROUP 6

Under the Under the
Current Proposed
System System

$ 32 $ 32

55 55

6 5

21

88

17

14

$ 233

1,000

$1,233

6

48

17

1

$164

$164

Under the Under the
Income Current Proposed

System System

1 . Wages and salaries $2,775 $2,775

2 . Employment expense deductions - (110)

3 . Professional income 3 3

4 . Commission income 19 19

5 . Attributable benefits - 183

6 . Farming and fishing income 59 59

7 . Dividends 4 4

8 . Other corporate income

9 . Capital gains on shares

14

4

10 . Unincorporated business income 355 372

11 . Net rental income 21 21

12 . Other Canadian investment income 23 96

13 . Non-business capital gains

14 . Foreign investment income

15 . Deductions from investment
income

16 . Gifts and bequests

17 . Transfer payments

18 . Alimony received

24

19 . Miscellaneous income 5 5

Total income $3,263 $3,500

Less : total deductions and
family exemptions 1,233 164

Taxable income $2,030 $3,336

Tax Credit s

1 . Credits for dependants,

2 . Dividend tax credits

3 . Refundable credits for
corporation income tax

4 . Other tax credits

Total tax credits

I

9

1 4

$-i $?~

Tax Calculation

PersonnI income tax
before tax credits $37 2

Less : total tax credits 2 3

Personal income tax including
old age security tax $316 $350

Corporation income tax

Taxes on gifts and
bequests receive d

Total direct taxes

6

2

$324

9

$358

Note : Some columns do not add to totals due to rounding .
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TABLE: B- 9

CALCULATION OF TAXES FOR THE AVMIAGE TAXPAYER IN KKAMPLE GROUP 7

Under the Under the
Current Propose d

Deductions System Syste m

1 . Pension contributions

2. Retirement savings

3 . Net medical expenses 4 4

4. Charitable donations 10 -9

5 . Standard deductions 91 50

6 . Alimony paid

7 . Other deductions 310

Total deductions $ 415 $44

Family exemptions 994

Total deductions and
family exemptions $1,4og $44

Under the Under the
Current Propose d

Income System System

1 . Wages and salaries 428 428

2. Employment expense deductions - -5

3 . Professional income 3 3

4 . Commission income 1 1

5 . Attributable benefits

6 . Farming and fishing income 7 7

7. Dividends 18 18

8. Other corporate income - 64

9 . Capital gains on shares 18

10 . Unincorporated business incom e

11 . Net rental income 2 2

12. Other Canadians investment

income 384 68 3

13 . Non-business capital gains 5 8

14 . Foreign investment income

15 . Deductions from investment
income

16 . Gifts and bequests - 263

17 . Transfer payments 1,149 1,149

18 . Alimony receive d

19 . Miscellaneous income 35 35

Total income $2,025 $2,723

less : total deductions and
family exemptions 1,409 44

Taxable income $ 615 $2,679

Tax Credits

1 . Credits for dependants

2 . Dividend tax credits

3 . Refundable credit for
corporation income tax

4 . Other tax credits

Total tax credits

41
Tax Calculation

Personal income tax
before tax credits $ 79 $250

Less : total tax credits - 4 1

Personal income tax includin g
old age security tax $ 79 $209

Corporation income tax

Taxes on gifts and
bequests received

Total direct taxes

30 41

31

$i4o $25 0

Nate : Some columns do not add to totals due to rounding .
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TABLE B-10

CLASSIFICATION OF TAXPAYERS BY
ESTIMATED COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Class Income

1 Less than $1,000

2 $ 111000 - $ 1,999

3 2,000 - 2,999

4 3,000 - 3,999

5 4jOOO - 41999

6 5,000 - 5,999

7 6,000 - 7,999

8 8,ooo - 91999

9 10,000 - 11,999

10 12,000 - 14,999

15 ..000 - 19,999

12 20.,000 - 24,999

13 25,000 - 34,999

14 35,000 - 49,999

15 50,000 - 74,999

16 75,000 - 99,999

17 100,000 - 1491999

18 150,000 - 199,999

19 200,000 - 299,999

20 300,000 or over
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APPENDIX C

PRORATION OF THE EFFECTS ON TAX

REVENUES FROM RESIDENT INDIVIDUAIS
OF EACH PROPOSED DIRECT TAX REFORA

The purpose of this appendix is to show the effect of each major

direct tax reform that we have recommended on personal income tax revenue

and on total direct tax revenues from resident individuals . The proposed

reforms are listed in Table C-1. Two reforms are excluded from this analysis

because of the difficulty in a1locating their effects to specific taxpayers .

The two excluded reforms are the definition of the tax unit on a family

basis rather than on an individual basis and the allowance of income

averaging .

Because of the different marginal tax rates currently applicable to

different taxpayers and because of the combined effect of various proposed

reforms affecting the tax base upon the top marginal tax rate faced by

each taxpayer under the proposed rate schedule, it is possible to allocate

a change in tax revenues among the proposed reforms bringing about that

change only by adopting an arbitrary means of allocation. Some reforms

would, of course, have effects which were independent of the effects of

other proposed reforms. The provision of tax credits for working mothers,

to take one example, would involve no change in the tax base and hence

would be independent of the other proposals .

We adopted the following procedure to allocate a change in taxes among

the reforms causing the change. For each taxpayer in the 1966 Taxation

Statistics sample, we calculated the change which would occur in personal

income tax before tax credits were taken into account and allocated this

change among the proposed reforms in proportion to the change in the

personal income tax base which would be affected by the reform 1/ . . Tax

credits associated with each proposed reform were then subtracted fro m

263
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the before-credit tax change allocated to each reform and associated changes

in other taxes were added to the resultant change . These calculations were

made for each taxpayer ; by aggregating the effect of each proposal on all

taxpayers we arrived at prorated estimates of the effect on tax revenues of

each proposed reform, given that the other recommended reforms were also

implemented.

The results of these calculations for the average taxpayer in the

seven example groups presented in Appendix B to this Volume are shown in

Tables C-2 and C-3 ; these figures are derived from the amounts shown for

each group in Tables B-3 to B-9 in Appendix B. In these and subsequent

tables, proposed reforms are referred to by number; descriptions pertaining

to each number are provided in Table C-1. As in Appendix B, each change

in the tax base is defined in accordance with the assumptions summarized

in Appendix A to this Volume .

Taxpayers are classified into twenty standard income classes based on

comprehensive base income. The income classification is defined in Table B-10

in Appendix B. The proration of the effects of each reform by type of tax

for all residents is shown in Table C-4. Table C-5 shows the effect of each

proposed reform on revenues from the personal income tax, prorated by income

class. Table C-6 presents the effects of each reform on all direct taxes

from resident individuals, again prorated by income class .

A summary of the data obtained for each income class is presented in

Table C-7 in a form that is consistent with the data presented in Appendix B.

The amounts shown in Tables C-4, C-5 and C-6 can be reconciled to this table .

However, to do so it is necessary to adjust the amounts attributed to tax-

payers in the tables in this appendix to reflect the credit for corporation

taxes allowed to the trustees of Registered Retirement Income Plan s

(reform 4-1), resulting in an indirect deferment of taxes on income not

allocated to taxpayers in the computations shown in Appendix B to this

App . C
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Volume . This reform was excluded from the amounts shown in Appendix B

because, strictly speaking, it would be attributable to retirement income

not yet received rather than to any component of a taxpayer's current

investment income as defined under the comprehensive tax base .

All figures shavnfor example, data in Tables C-2 and .C-3, are in

dollars ; figures shown in Tables C-4 to C-7 are in thousands of dollars .

Some figures do not add to totals due to rounding .

The calculations and subsequent aggregation of the changes for an

taxpayers are ciescribed in the listing of subroutinei RVM&B2 contained

in J. Bossons, A General Income Tax Analyzer, a study published by

the Commission .

App . C
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TABLE C-1

DEFINITION OF PROPOSED REFORMS BY CATEGORY

1. Changes in tax rate s

1.1 Lowering the rate schedule for all taxpayers to the proposed schedule for individuals .

1.2 Additional reduction in the rate schedule for families .

1-3 Use of a tax credit rather than an exemption to allow for the first child in each family.

1.4 Use of credits rather than exemptions to allow for additional dependent children .

2 . Taxation of the family as a uni t

2.1 Aggregation of the income of husbands and wives, assuming that income is taxed at the rates

of the proposed schedule for individuals a/ .

2.2 Effect of taxing the aggregated income of husbands and wives under the family rate . schedule a/ .

2-3 Aggregation of income of parents and children a/ .

2.4 Effect of elimination of taxes on transfers of wealth between members of a family unit .

3 . Changes in the taxation of corporate source income

3.1 Integration of corporation and personal income taxes .

3 .2 Widening the corporation tax base .

3 .3 Taxation of capital gains and allowance of capital losses on corporate shares .

3 .4 Disallowance of shareholder depletion deductions .

4. Changer in the taxation of other business and property income

4.1 Deferment of taxes on the investment income of Registered Retirement Income Plans .

4 .2 Taxation of capital gains and allowance of capital losses of unincorporated businesses .

4.3 Acceleration of capital cost allowances for unincorporated businesses .

4 .4 Extension of loss carry-over provisions for unincorporated businesses .

4.5 Extension of reporting controls to bring unreported interest into the tax base .

4.6 Attribution of life insurance policyholder investment income .

4.7 Attribution of participating dividends paid by credit unions, co-operatives and mutual

life insurance companies .

4 .8 Taxation of non-business capital gains and allowance of non-business capital losses .

5. Changes in the taxation of employment income

5-1 Liberalization of the definition of deductible employment expenses .

5 .2 Optional standard expense allowance .

5 .3 Attribution of employee benefits .

5 .4 Working mother credit .

5 .5 Deductibility of unemployment insurance .

6 . Other changes resulting from adoption of the comprehensive tax base

6.1 Inclusion of gifts and bequests .

6.2 Inclusion of family allowances and other transfer payments .

7 . Changes in concessionary allowance s

7.1 Elimination of the old age exemption .

7.2 Changed definition of medical expenses .

7 .3 Improvements in the control of charitable donations .

7.4 Change in the standard deduction .

7.5 Provision of additional educational allowances in the form of a tax credit .

7 .6 Allowance of credits rather than exemptions for dependents other than

dependent children .

Note :

a/ The first three proposed reforms in the "taxation of the family as a unit" category have no

figures listed under them in subsequent tables . They are included here as "reserved" elements

of the table and'are included on that basis in the RVTAB2 subroutine so that they can be
shown, given subsequent allocation of the effects of the family unit definition . The basis

for such allocation is described in J . Bossons, A General Income Tax Analyzer .
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TABLE C-2

PRORATION OF THE EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED REFORMS ON TAX REVENUE S
FROM SEVEN EXAMPLE GROUPS : AVERAGE CHANGES IN PERSONAL INCOME TAXES IN EACH EXAMPLE GROUP

(dol lars )

1 2
Example Groups

3 4 5 6 7

1 . Reform Category I - Changes in tax rate s

Reform 1, 1 ) -14 . -29. -1700. -1579. -4874 . -5 . -2 .
Reform 1, 2) -48. -315. -933. -1031 . -1021 . 0. 0.
Refotm 1, 3) -43 . 0. 5. 5. 32. 0. 0.
Reform 1, 4) 0. 0. 202 . 180. 72. 0. 0.

Total in Class -106 . -344. -2426. -2425. -5791 . -5. -2 .

2 . Reform Category 2 - Taxation of the family as a uni t

Reform 2, 1) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 2) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2,3) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 4) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

Total in Class 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

3. Reform Category 3 - Changes in taxation of corporate source incom e

Reform 3, 1 ) -5. -22 . -96. -5962. -1502. -5. -27.
Reform 3, 2) -0 . -2 . -6 . -245. -47. -0 . -2 .
Reform 3, 3) 1. 5. 47 . 5990. 1693. 1. 3.
Reform 3, 4) 0. 0. 0. 361. 265. 0. 0.

Total in Class - -4 . -19. -55. -144. 409. -4 . -27.

4 . Reform Category 4 - Changes in taxation of other property incom e

Reform 4,1) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 4, 2) 0. -0. 52. 0. 6. 6-. 0.
Reform 4, 3) -0. -0. -18. -14 . -28 . -2 . -0.
Reform 4, 4) -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0.
Reform 4,5) 1. 80. 58. 456. 469. 3 . 43 .
Reform 4, 6) 12 . 37. 135. 356. 330. 7. 4 .
Reform 4,7) 7. 21 . 75. 198. 184 . 4. 2 .
Reform 4, 8) -2 . 17. 19. 1684 . 685. 5. 9.

Total in Class 17 . 154 . 322. 2680. 1647 . 23. 58.

5. Reform Category 5 - Changes in taxation of employment incom e

Reform 5, 1) -13. -70. -0. -41 . -704 . -0. -0.

Reform 5, 2) -17. -10. -16 . -45 . -0. -17. -0.

Reform 5, 3) 22 . 70. 237. 57. 704 . 37. 0.
Reform 5, 4) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 5, 5) -6. -8. -7. -15. -15. -5. -1.

Total in Class -15. -17. 214. -43. -15. 15. -1.

6 . Reform Category 6 - Other aspects of the comprehensive bas e

Reform 6, 1) 6. 369. 2277. 5804 . 7602 . 6. 43 .
Reform 6, 2) 15. 0. 168. 184 . 76. 0. 0.

Total in Class 21 . 369 . 2445 . 5988. 7678. 6. 43 .

7 . Reform Category 7 - Changes in concessionary allowance s

Reform 7, 1) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 51.
Reform 7, 2) 0. 1. 0. -0. -0. 0. -0.
Reform 7, 3) 3. 5. 6. 3. 8. 3. 3.
Reform 7, 4) 5 . 7 . 1. 3. 8. 8. 7.
Reform 7, 5) -14 . -30. -1. 0. 0. -11. 0.

Reform 7, 6) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

Total in Class -6 . -18. 6. 6. 17. -0. 60.

Undistributed Amounts -0. -1 . -4. -11 . -10. -0. -0.

Total Changes -92. 123. 503. 6339. 3933. 34 . 131 .

Current Toto 1 521 . 2152 . 9295. 6431 . 22869. 316. 79.

New Total 429. 2275. 9798. 12771 . 26802. 350. 210 .

Percentage Change -17 .7 5.7 5 .4 98.6 17.2 10.8 167.
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TABLE C-3

PRORATION OF THE EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED REFORMS ON TAX REVENUE S
FROM SEVEN EXAMPLE GROUPS : AVERAGE CHANGES IN ALL DIRECT TAXES IN EACH EXAMPLE GROUP

(dollars)

Example Group s
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 . Reform Category I - Changes in tax rate s

Reform 1, 1) -14 . -29. -1700. -1579 . -4874. -5. -2 .
Reform 1, 2) -48. -315. -933. -1031 . -1021 . 0. 0.
Reform 1, 3) -43 . 0. 5. 5. 32. 0. 0.
Reform 1, 4) 0. 0. 202 . 180. 72. 0. 0.

Total in Class -106 . -344. -2426 . -2425. -5791 . -5. -2 .

2 . Reform Category 2 - Taxation of the family as a uni t

Reform 2, 1 ) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 2) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2,3) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 4) -~O . -114. -458. -913 . -1240 . -1 . -17 .

Total in Class -0 . -114 . -458. -913 . -1240 . -1 . -17.

3 . Reform Category 3 - Changes in taxation of corporate source income

Reform 3, 1 ) -3. -15. -49 . -973. -132. -3. -21 .
Reform 3, 2) 0 . 2. 20. 2549. 721. 0. 1.
Reform 3, 3) 1. 5. 47 . 5990. 1693. 1. 3.
Reform 3, 4) 0. 0. 0. 361. 265. 0. 0.

Total in Class -2. -8. 18. 7928. 2547. 2. -17 .

4 . Reform Category 4 - Changes in taxation of other property incom e

Reform 4, 1) -11. -31. -107. -29. -65. -3. 0.
Reform 4, 2) 0. -0. 52. 0. 6. 6. 0.
Reform 4, 3) -0. -0. -18. -14 . -28 . -2 . -0.
Reform 4, 4) -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0.
Reform 4,5) 1. 80. 58. 456. 469. 3 . 43 .
Reform 4, 6) 12 . 37 . 135. 356. 330. 7. 4 .
Reform 4,7) 7. 21 . 75 198. 184 . 4 . 2 .
Reform 4, 8) -2 . 17. 19: 1684 . 685. 5. 9.

Total in Class 6. 123. 215. 2651 . 1582. 20 . 58 .

5 . Reform Category 5 - Changes in taxation of employment incom e

Reform 5, 1) -13. -70. -0. -41 . -704. -0. -0.
Reform 5, 2) -17. -10. -16. -45. -0. -17. -0.
Reform 5, 3) 22 . 70. 237. 57. 704 . 37. 0.
Reform 5, 4) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 5, 5) -6. -8. -7. -15. -15. -5. -1.

Toto I in Class -15. -17. 214. -43. -15. 15. -1 .

6 . Reform Category 6 - Other aspects of the comprehensive bas e

Reform 6, 1 ) 6. 276. 1902. 5057. 6588. 5. 29.
Reform 6, 2) 15. 0. 168. 184 . 76. 0. 0.

Total in Class 21 . 276. 2071 . 5241 . 6663. 5. 29.

7 . Reform Category 7 - Changes in concessionary allowance s

Reform 7, 1)
Reform 7, 2)
Reform 7, 3)
Reform 7, 4)
Reform 7, 5)
Reform 7, 6)

Total in Clas s

Undistributed Amounts

Total Changes

Current Toto I

New Total

Percentage Change

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 51.
0. 1. 0. -0. -0. 0. -0.
3. 5. 6. 3. 8. 3. 3.
5. 7. 1. 3. 8. 8. 7.

-14 . -30. -1. 0. 0. -11. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-6 . -18. 6. 6. 17. -0. 60.

-0. -1. -4 . -11 . -10. -0. -0.

-102 . -103. -363. 12434 . 3752. 32. 110.

528. 2392 . 10368. 33565. 32120. 324. 140.

426 . 2289. 10005. 45999. 35872. 356. 250.

-19 .3 -4 .3 3.5 37.0 11.7 9.7 78.4
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TABLE C-4

PRORATION OF THE EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED REFORMS ON TAX REVENUES
FROM ALL RESIDENTS : TOTAL CHANGES IN THE TAX BASES AND TA-XES

(thousands of dollars )

REFORM
Personal Income Tax Corporation Income Tax Gift Tax

Base Tax Base Tax

I . Reform Category I - Changes in tax rate s

Reform ( 1, 1) 6662961. -113326. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 1, 2) 2649456. -203521. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 1, 3) 896900. -72211. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 1, 4) 1197355. 14464 . 0. 0. 0.
Total in Class 11406672 . -374594 . 0, 0. 0.

2 . Reform Category 2 - Taxation of the family as a unit

Reform 2,1 0.
Reform 2, 2) 0 .
Reform ( .2,3) 0.
Reform ( 2, 4) 0.
Total in Class 0 .

0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0. -78653.
0. 0. 0. -78653.

3 . Reform Category 3 - Changes in Taxation of corporate source incom e
Reform 3, 1) 1533660.
Reform 3, 2) 179979 .
Reform 3, 3) 450656.
Reform 3, 4) 4317.
Total in Class 2188612 .

-363433. 0 170984. 0.
-27243. 179983: 89991. 0.
155189. 0. 0. 0.

1998. 0. 0. 0.

-233489. 179983. 260975. 0.

4 . Reform Category 4 - Changes in taxation of other property incom e

Reform 4, 1)
Reform 4, 2)
Reform 4, 3)
Reform 4, 4)
Reform 4, 5)
Reform 4, 6)
Reform 4, 7)
Reform 4, 8)

Total in Class

0. 0. 0. -45017. 0 .
95016. 18987. 0. 0. 0.

~491 77. -7666. 0. 0. 0.
-6567. -876. 0. 0. 0.

376613. 83876. 0. 0. 0.
312376. 63497. 0. 0. 0.
174349. 35440. 0. 0. 0.
249814 . 68914. 0. 0. 0.

1152423 . 262172. 0. -45017. 0 .

5 . Reform Category 5 - Changes in taxation of employment incom e

Reform 5, 1)
Reform 5, 2)
Reform 5, 3)
Reform 5, 4)
Reform 5, 5)

Total in Class

-197848 . -46130. 0. 0. 0.
-423827. -71019. 0. 0. 0.

673610. 131705. 0. 0. 0.,
0 . -41832 . 0. 0. 0.

-150085. -25384. 0. 0. 0.

-98150. -52660. 0. 0. 0.

6 . Reform Category 6 - Other aspects of comprehensive bas e

Reform ~6, 1)
Reform 6, 2 )

Total in Class

1199740 . 353483. 0. 0. -64352.
471254 . 67998. 0. 0. 0.

1670994 . 421482 . 0. 0. -64352.

7 . Reform Category 7 - Changes in concessionary allowance s
Reform 7, 1)
Reform 7, 2)
Reform 7, 3)
Reform 7, 4)
Reform 7, 5)
Reform 7, 6)
Total in Clas s

Undistributed Amounts

Total Changes

Current Tota l
New Total

Percentage Change

141610 . 236 14. 0. 0. 0.
7356 . 1298. 0. 0. 0.

126975 . 14419 . 0. 0. 0.
228286 . 30470 . 0. 0. 0.
110336. -71935. 0. 0. 0.
239318. 3106. 0. 0. 0.

853881. 971. 0. 0. 0.

0. -192. 0. 0. 0.

17154431 . 23689. 179983. 215958. -143006 .

13226005. 2676014 . 1961812. 809923. 143006 .

30380436. 2699702. 2141795. 1025880. 0.

129.7 0.9 - 0 .2 26.7 -100. 0

Note : Taxpayers are not aggregated into family units .
All base changes are prorated together .
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TABLE C-5

PRORATION OF THE EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED REFORMS ON TAX REVENUES
FROM ALL RESIDENTS : CHANGES IN PERSONAL INCOME TAXES BY INCOME CLASS

(thousands of dollars)

. Income Classe s

REFORM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 . Reform Category I Changes in Tax Rate s

Reform 1, 1) -701 . -2440 . -40 . -3879. -5318. -1773. 4778. 5902. 2062. 749 .
Reform 1, 2) -44 . -485 . -3586. -10672 . -20714 . -23468. -38795. -21926. -11118. -14100 .
R:form 1 1 3) 1. -517. -2962. -1-1508 .- -19066. -16214 . -15097. -4557. -1269. -1131 .
R form 11 4) 0. 0. 20 . 36 . -804. 1096. 3798. 2209. 971 . 1375 .

Total in Class -744 . -3441 . -6568. -26022 . -45902. -40359 . -45317. -18372 . -9354. -13108 .

2 . Reform Category 2 - Taxation of the family as uni t

Reform 2, 1 ) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 2) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2,3) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 4) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Total in Class 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

3 . Reform Category 3 - Changes in taxation of corporate source incom e

Reform 3, 1) -3202. -5028. - -10133 . -12169. -17806 . -17641 . -27514. -24660 . -18900 . -25462 .
Reform 3, 2) -294. -451 . -945. -1082. -1572 . -1554. -2432. -2174. -1662 . -2213.
Reform 3, 3) 0. 288. 941 . 1401 . 2451 . 2723. 4685 . 4610 . 3769. ' 5828.
Reform( 3, 4) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

Total in Class -3496 . -5190 . -10736 . -11849. -16926 . -16472 . -25260 . -22224 . -16193 . -21846 .

4 . Reform Category 4 - Changes in taxation of other property incom e

Reform 4, 1) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 4, 2) 0. 198. 579. 993. 1686. 1674. 2701 . 1901 . 1473. 1486 .
Reform 4, 3) -0. -141 . -325. -567. -873. -792. -1103. -683. -414 . -510.
Reform 4, 4) -0. -17. -37. -46. -50. -59. -92. -39. -51 . -68 .
Reform 4, 5) 0. 997. 3680. 5173. 7184. 7572. 11159. 7427. 4849 . 5867 .
Reform 4, 6) 0. 1415. 3710. 6168. 8762. 8410. 10054. 4711 . 2132. 2631 .
Reform 4, 7) 0. 790. 2070. 3443. 4890. 4694 . 5612. 2629. 1190 . 1468 .
Reform 4, 8) 0. 421 . 1560. 1919. 3044 . 3312. 5488. 4224. 3025. 3866.
Total in Class 0. 3663. 11237. 17083 . 24643 . 24810 . 33818 . 20171 . 12203 . 14741 .

5. Reform Category 5 - Changes in taxation of employment incom e

Reform 5, 1 ) -0.
Reform 5, 2) -0 .
Reform 5, 3) 0.
Reform 5, 4) 0 .
Reform 5, 5) -0.

Total in Class -0 .

-0. -0. -14. -2814. -6815 .
-3478. -8594. -14433 . -17171 . -12096 .

679. 4749. 12520 . 18666. 18035 .
-8465. -14227. -11053. -4875. -1631 .
-1312. -3009. -4509. -5214. -4119 .

-12576 . -21081 . -17488 . -11407 . -6625 .

6 . Reform Category 6 - Other aspects of comprehensive bas e

Reform 6, 1) 0. 1577. 5177. 7718. 10771 . 10998 .
Reform 6, 2) 0. 39. 784. 4340. 13543. 15449 .

Total in Class 0 . 1616. 5961. 12058 . 24315. 26447 .

7 . Reform Category 7 - Changes in concessionary allowances

Reform 7, 1) 0. 905. 3858. 3618 .
Reform 7, 2) 0. 99. 96. 108.
Reform 7, 3) 0. 1492 . 2225 . 2441 .
Reform 7, 4) 0 . 3399. 5141 . 5642 .
Reform 7, 5) 0. -6600. -7198. -7360 .
Reform 7, 6) 0. -13. -22 . -530 .

Total in Class 0. -718. 4098 . 3920 .

-11858. -6483. -2570. -3322 .
~9833 -2693. -825. -662.
22823: 11599. 6431 . 7289 .
-1003. -230. -109. -102 .
-3900. -1338. -459. -469.

-3772. 855. 2468 . 2733 .

17885. 14743. 15113 . 25198 .
17399. 6361 . 2171 . 2414 .

35283. 21104 . 17284 . 27613 .

3606. 2723. 2617. 1350. 840 . 861 .
141 . 162. 265. 125. 41 . 54.

2575. 1932. 1801 . 669. 257. 281 .
5643 . 4180 . 3671 . 1202. 448. 396 .

-9268. -9980. -16070. -7032. -2116. -2225.
-298. 282. 806. 469 . 225. 358.

2399. -701 . 4909. -3217. -306. -275.

Undistributed Amounts _J9. -11 . -20 . -14 . -3. -3. -53. -5. -4 . -1 .

Total Changes -4319 . -16657 . -17110. -22313 . -22882. -12903. -12210 . -1688 . 5499. 9857-
Current Total 823 . 31017. 128520 . 234264 . 325685 . 331869 . 434749 . 222252 . 100600. 126257 .
New Total -3496. 14360 . 111411 . 211952 . 302803 . 318965. 422539 . 220564 . 106099 . 136114 .
Percentage Change -524 .9 -53.7 -13.3 -9.5 -7.0 -3.9 -2.8 -0.8 5.5 7.8
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TABLE C-5 (Continued )

Income Classe s
REFORM 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2G

1 . Reform Category I - Changes in tax rate s

Reform 1, 1) -4078. -7146 . -17160 . -19213. -18471 . -11069. -11511 . -5918. -6155 . -11945.
Reform 1, 2) -16802. -9903. -13520 . -9451 . -5077. -1911 . -1162 . -403. -212. -172 .
Reform 1, 3) -625. -97. 117. 245. 221 . 113. 69. 32. 19. 13.
Reform 1, 4) 1469. 982. 1251 . 938. 614 . 232. 177. 47 . 32 . 21 .
Total in Class -20036 . -16163 . -29312 . -27481. -22714 . -12635 . -12427. -6242 . -6316 . -12083.

2 . Reform Category 2 - Taxation of the family as a uni t
Reform 2, 1) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 2) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 3) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 4) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Total in Class 0. a. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

3 . Reform Category 3 - Changes in taxation of corporate source incom e
Reform ( 3, 1) -34330. -22942 . -32712 . -30190. -28512 . -10943 . -12575. -6051 . -6130. -11634 .
Reform ( 3, 2) -2916. -1908. -2582. -2494 . -1796 . -549. -451 . -113 . -48. -5 .
Reform ( 3, 3) 8984. 7042 . 12394 . 16992. 18882. 9720. 14436 . 8735. 10109. 21198 .
Reform ( 3, 4) 0. 13. 42 . 64 . 209. 197. 342 . 269. 253. 608.
Total in Class -28263. -17795 . -22859. -19928. -11217. -1575. 1751 . 2840. 4184. 10167 .

4. Reform Category 4 - Changes in taxation of other property incom e
Reform (4,1) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform (4, 2) 2069. 1146. 1274. 706 . 407 . 185. 283. 85. 92. 50.
Reform (4, 3) -574. -344. -418 . -327. -237. -111 . -124 . -51 . -32. -40.
Reform ( 4, 4) -62 . -45. -48. -56 . 48. -34. -25. -55. -12 . -13 .
Reform (41 5) 6856. 4259 . 5682. 5100. 3908. 1554 . 1386 . 521 . 400 . 302 .
Reform ( 4, 6) 2854 . 1739 . 2466 . 2278. 1976. 1034 . 1135. 583. 573. 867.
Reform (4, 7) 1593. 971 . 1376. 1271 . 1103. 577. 633. 325. 320. 484.
Reform (4, 8) 5517. 3628. 5914. 6065. 6339. 3455. 4491 . 2301 . 1956. 2387.
Total in Class 18252. 11353 . 16247. 15037 . 13429 . 6660 . 7780. 3710. 3299. 4036 .

5 . Reform Category 5 - Changes in taxation of employment income
Reform 5, 1) -3164 . -1692. -2094. -1989 . -1643 . -690 . -540 . -193 . -142 . -108 .
Reform 5, 2) -398. -192. -232. -183. -122. -46. -38. -11. -7. -7.
Reform 5, 3) 8720. 4788. 5863. 4223 . 2769 . 1145. 820. 262. 193. 130.
Reform 5, 4) -56. -28. -26. -11. -9. -3. -2 . -0. -1. 0.
Reform 5, 5) -365. -177. -195. -142 . -91 . -34 . -29. -10. -7. -5.
Total in Class 4736. 2699. 3317. 1897. 904 . 372 . 2!1 . 48. 37. 10.

6. Reform Category 6 - Other aspects of comprehensive bas e
Reform ( 6, 1) 30206. 19527 . 30454 . 37351. 33609. 21279. 24278. 12877. 13679 . 21042 .
Reform ( 6, 2) 2007. 971 . 1147 . 703. 386. 143 . 90. 25. 15. 11 .
Total in Class 32214. 20497 . 31601 . 38054. 33995. 21422. 24368 . 12902 . 13694. 21 b53.

7. Reform Category 7 - Changes in concessionary allowance s

Reform ( 7, 1) 910. 486 . 531 . 482 . 363. 136. 159. 63. 56. 50.
Reform ( 7, 2) 36, 36. 38. 27. 35. 9. S. 12 . 3. 3.
Reform ( 7, 3) 251. 124 . 138. 101. 66. 25. 22 . 9. 7. 5.
Reform ( 7, 4) 324. 138. 127. 82. 46 . 14 . 11 . 3. 2. 1 .
Reform ( 7, 5) -1391 . -1114 . -719 . -514 . -268. -71 . -38. 34. -12 . 6 .
Reform ( 7, 6) 406 . 270 . 402. 326. 226. 87. 66. 24. 14 . a .
Total in Class 537. -59. 516. 504. 468. 199. 227. 144. 69. 74.

Undistributed Amounts -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0.
Total Changes 7443. 533 . -490. 8083. 14865 . 14443 . 21910. 13402 . 14966 . 23258 .
Current Total 138895 . 86455. 125079. 110423 . 91665 . 50834. 49692. 24307. 24125. 38503 .
New Total 146338 . 86987. 124589. 118507 . 106530 . 65277. 71602. 37710. 39093. 61760.
Percentage Change 5 .4 0.6 -0.4 7.3 16.2 28.4 44.1 55.1 62.0 60.4

Note; Taxpayers are not aggregated into family units .
All base changes are prorated together .
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TABLE C-6

PRORATION OF THE EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED REFORMS ON TAX REVENUES
FROM ALL RESIDENTS : CHANGES IN ALL DIRECT TAXES BY INCOME CLASS

(thousands of dollars )

Income Classe s

REFORM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 . Reform Category I - Changes in Tax Rate s

Reform 1, 1) -701 . -2440 . -40 . -3879 . -5318. -1773. 4778.
Reform 1, 2) -44. -485. -3586 . -10672. -20714 . -23468. -36795 .
Reform 1, 3) 1. -517. -2962. -11508. -19066 . -16214. -15097 .
Reform 1, 4) 0. 0. 20 . 36 . -804 . 1096. 3798.

Total in Class -744. -3441 . -6568 . -26022 . -45902 . -40359 . -45317 .

2 . Reform Category 2 - Taxation of the family as a uni t

Reform 2, 1) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 2) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. G. 0.
Reform 2, 3) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 4) -287 . -780. -1956. -2136. -2599 . -2548. -4570.

Toto I in Class -287. -760. -1956. -2136. -2599 . -2548. -4570.

3. Reform Category 3 - Changes in taxation of corporate source income

Reform 3, 1) -2625. -3923. -8161 . -6979. -12855, -12519 . -19178 .
Reform 3, 2) 0. 111 . 363. 540. 945. 1050. 1806.
Reform 3, 3) 0. 288. 941 . 1401 . 2451 . 2723. 4685.
Reform 3, 4) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

Total in Class -2625. -3524 . -6857. -7037. -9459. -8746. -12687 .

4 . Reform Category 4 - Changes in taxation of other property income

Reform 4, 1) -77. -459 . -1694. -4361 . -7642 . -7312 . -8889.
Reform 4, 2) 0. 198. 579. 993. 1686 . 1674. 2701 .
Reform (4, 3) -0. -141 . -325. -567. -873. -792 -1103.
Reform 4, 4) -0. -17. -37. -46 . -50. -59: -92.
Reform 4, 5) 0. 997. W0. 5173 . 7184 . 7572. 11159.
Reform 4,6) 0. 1415. 3710 . 6168 . 8762 . 8410 10054 .
Reform 4, 7) 0. 790. 2070. 3443. 4890. 4694 : 5612 .
Reform 4, 8) 0. 421 . 1560. 1919 . 3044 . 3312 . 5488 .

Total in Class -77 . 3204. 9543. 12722 . 17001 . 17499 . 24929 .

5 . Reform Category 5 - Changes in taxation of employment incom e

Reform 5 , I ~ -0. -0. -0. -14. -2814. -6815 . -11858.
Reform 51 2 -0. -3478. -8594. -14433. -17171 . -12096. -9833.
Reform 5, 3) 0. 679. 4749 . 12520. 18666. 18035. 22623.
Reform 5, 4) 0 . -8465. -14227 . -11053 . -4875. -1631 -1003 .
Reform 5, 5) -0. -1312. -3009. -4509. -5214. -411 9: -3900.

Total in Class -0. -12576. -21081 . -17488. -11407. -6625. -3772.

8 9 10

5902. 2062 . 749 .
-21926. -11118 . -14100 .
-4557. -1269. -1131 .

2209. 971 . 1375 .
-18372 . -9354 . -13108 .

0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0.

-4183 . -4655. -7503.

-4183 . -4655. -7503.

-16888 . -12773. -16690.
1778 . 1453. 2247.
4610 . 3769. 5828.

0. 0. 0.

-10500. -7551 . -8614 .

-4172 . -1653. -2050.
1901 . 1473. 1486.
-683 . -414. -510 .
-39. -51 . -68.

7427 . 4849. 5867 .
4711 . 2132. 2631 .
2629. 1190. 1468.
4224 . 3025. 3866.

15996. 10550. 12691 .

-6483. -2570. -3322.
-2693 . -825. -662 .
11599 . 6431 . 7289 .
-230. -109. -102 .

-1338 . -459. -469.
855 . 2468 . 2733 .

6 . Reform Category 6 - Other aspects of comprehensive base

Reform 6, 1) -235. 939. 3576. 5970 . 8645 . 8913 . 14145 . 11321 .
Reform 6, 2) 0. 39. 784. 4340. 13543. 15449 . 17399. 6361 .

Total in Class -235. 978. 4361 . 10310 . 22188. 24362. 31544 . 17682.

7. Reform Category 7 - Changes in concessionary allowance s

Reform 7, 1 ) 0. 905. 3858. 3618. 3606. 2723. 2617. 1350.
Reform 7, 2) 0. 99. 96. 108. 141 . 162. 265. 125.
Reform 7, 3) 0. 1492 . 2223 . 2441 . 2575. 1932. 1801 . 669.
Reform 7, 4) 0. 3399. 5141 . 5642. 3643. 4180 . 3671 . 1202 .
Reform 7, 5) 0. -6600. -7198. -7360. -9268. -9980. -16070. -7032.
Reform 7, 6) 0. -13. -22 . -530. -2913 . 282 . 806. 469 .

Total in Class 0. -718. 4098 . 3920. 2399. -701 . -6909. -3217.

Undistributed amounts -79 .

Total Changes -4045 .

Current Total 3%9 .

New Total -77 .

Percentage Change -101 .9

11304 . 19059 .
2171 . 2414.

13475 . 21473 .

840. 861 .
41 . 54 .

257. 281 .
448 . 396 .

-2116. -2225.
225. 358.

-306. -275.

-11 . -20. -14. -3. -3. -53. -5. -4 . -1 .

-16868 . -18481 . -25746 . -27782, -17122 . -16835 . -1742. 4625. 7397.

37453 . 143759 . 252640 . 352896, 359768 . 480921 . 265161 . 1136896 . 179745.

20586 . 125278 . 226894 . 325114 . 342646 . 464086 . 263420. 141521 . 187142 .

-45 .0 -12 .9 -10 .2 -7 .9 -4 .8 -3.5 -0.7 3.4 4.1
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TABLE C-6 (Continued )

Income Classe s
REFORM 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2 0

1 . Reform Category 1 - Changes in tax rate s

Reform I I ~ -4078. -7146 . -17160. -19213. -18471 . -11069 . -11511 . -5918 . 4155. -11945 .
Reform 1 : 2 -16802. -9903. -13520. -9451 . -5077 . -1911 . -1162 . -403. -212. -172 .
Reform 1, 3) -625. -97. 117. 245. 221 . 113 . 69 . 32. 19. 13.
Reform 1, 4) 1469. 982 . 1251 . 938. 614 . 232. 177. 47 . 32 . 21 .
Total in Class -20036 . -16163. -29312 . -27481 . -22714 . -12635 . -12427. -6242 . -6316 . -12083 .

2. Reform Category 2 - Taxation of the family as a uni t

Reform 2, 1 ) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 2) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2,3) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Reform 2, 4) -8235 . -4820 . -6715. -7347. -5952. -3509. -3791 . -1939. -2036. -3090.
Total in Class -8235 . -4820 . -6715. -7347. -5952. -3509. -3791 . -1939. -2036. -3090.

3 . Reform Category 3 - Changes in taxation of corporate source incom e
Reform 3, 1 ) -21782. -13849 . -18242 . -16807 . -10737. -2549 . -800. 788. 1637 . 4481 .
Reform 3, 2) 3464. 2715. 4788. 6745. 7527. 4037 . 6136. 3718. 4302 . 9022.
Reform 3, 3) 8984. 7042. 12394 . 16992. 18882. 9720. 14436 . 8735. 10109. 21198.
Reform 3, 4) 0. 13. 42. 64. 209. 197 . 342 . 269. 253. 608.
Total in Class -9334. -4078. -1018 . 6994 . 15881 . 11405. 20113 . 13509. 16302. 35309.

4 . Reform Category 4 - Changes in taxation of other property incom e

Reform ( 4, 1) -1990. -1096. -1429. -1043. -620. -258. -163. -50. -36. -23.
Reform ( 4, 2) 2069 . 1146. 1274 . 706 . 407. 185. 283. 85. 92. 50.
Reform ( 4, 3) -574. -344. -418. -327. -237. -111 . -124 . -51 . -32. -40.
Reform ( 4, 4) -62 . -45 . -48 . -56 . -68. -34. -25. -55. -12 . -13.
Reform (4, 5) 6856. 4259 . 5682 . 5100. 3908. 1554. 1386. 521 . 400 . 302.
Reform (4,6) 2854. 1739 . 2466 . 2278. 1976. 1034. 1135. 583. 573. 867.
Reform (4, 7) 1593. 971 . 1376 . 1271 . 1103. 577. 633. 325. 320. 484.
Reform ( 4, 8) 5517. 3628 . 5914 . 6065. 6339. 3455. 4491 . 2301 . 1956. 2387.
Total in Class 16263 . 10257. 14818 . 13994 . 12808 . 6402. 7617 . 3659. 3263. 4013 .

5 . Reform Category 5 - Changes in taxation of employment incom e
Reform 5, 1) -3164 . -1692. -2094 . -1989 . -1643 . -690 . -540 . -193 . -142 . -108 .
Reform 5, 2) -398. -192 . -232. -183. -122. -46. -38. -11. -7. -7.
Reform 5, 3) 8720. 4788. 5863. 4223 . 2769 . 1145. 820. 262. 193. 130.
Reform 5,4) -56. -28. -26. -11. -9. -3. -2 . -0. -1. 0.
Reform 5, 5) -365. -177. -195 . -142 . -91 . -34 . -29. -10. -7. -5.
Total in Class 4738. 2699. 3317. 1897. 904 . 372 . 211 . 48. 37. 10.

6 . Reform Category 6 - Other aspects of comprehensive bas e
Reform 6, 1) 23468. 15583 . 24960 . 31340 . 28739. 18408. 21177. 11291 . 12013. 18514 .
Reform 6, 2) 2007. 971 . 1147 . 703. 386. 143 . 90. 25. 15. I'l .
Total in Class 25476. 16553. 26107 . 32043 . 29125. 18552. 21267. 11316 . 12028. 18525.

7 . Reform Category 7 - Changes in concessionary allowance s
Reform 7, 1) 910. 486 . 531 . 482 . 363. 136. 159. 63. 56. 50.
Reform 7, 2) 36. 36. 38. 27. 35. 9. 8. 12 . 3. 3.
Reform 7, 3) 251. 124 . 138. 101 . 66. 25. 22 . 9. 7. 5.
Reform 7, 4) 324. 138. 127. 82. 46 . 14 . H. 3. 2 . 1 -
Reform 7, 5) -1391 . -1114 . -719 . -514 . -268. -71 . -38. 34. -12. 6 .
Reform 7, 6) 406 . 270 . 402 . 326. 226. 87. 66. 24. 14 . 8 .
Total in Class 537. -59. 516. 504. 468. 199. 227. 144 . 69 . 74 .

Undistributed Amounts -0. -0. -0.

Total Changes 9408. 4389. 7713 .

Current Total 210868. 136525 . 203151 .
New Total 220277 . 140914 . 210864.
Percentage Change 4 .5 3.2 3.8

Note: Taxpayers are notoggregoted into family units .
All base changes are prorated together .

-0. -0. -0. -0. -0.
20605. 30520. 20786. 33217 . 20496 .

206802 . 186333. 98815. 116608 . 62749 .

227407 . 216853 . 119601 . 149825 . 83245 .
10.0 16.4 21 .0 28.5 32.7

-0. -0.

23347. 42759 .

67482 . 126401 .

90829. 169159.

34 .6 33 .8
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TABLE C-7

SUMMARY OF TAX CHANGES FOR
ALL RESIDENTS

(thousands of dollars where applicable )

Income Number of Number of Taxable Income Personal Income Tax Total Direct Taxes
Class Data Records Tax Units Current Proposed Current Proposed Current Proposed

1 943 698227 -498944.2 316291 .9 822.9 -3496 .1 3968.9 0.0
2 1585 919539 76390.6 1337346.6 31016 .9 14359.9 37453.2 21044 .3
3 1568 1076928 817831 .6 2630959.7 128520 .3 111410 .7 143759 .2 126971 .7
4 1195 1072471 1480668.0 3665745 .4 234264 .4 211951 .6 252639 .7 231254 .7
5 1289 1001470 2001519 .9 4402158 .3 325685.1 302802 .8 352896 .2 332756 .1
6 1108 722461 1962972 .2 3891326 .6 331868.6 318965.2 359767 .7 349957 .4
7 1699 662694 2462135.3 4482963 .3 434749.1 422539.4 480921 .2 472975 .6
8 1277 231123 1198023.8 2048241 .2 222251 .9 220564 .2 265161 .2 267591 .9
9 819 85601 527046.4 948145.9 100600 .2 106099 .2 136895 .9 143174 .1

10 1212 83529 627643 .8 1124549.0 126257 .2 136144 .1 179745 .1 189191 .9
11 1403 67292 634222 .2 1157775.5 138895.1 146337 .7 210868 .1 222266 .0
12 808 29406 354078.3 654538 .2 86454 .6 86987.4 136524 .9 142010 .4
13 924 29842 456161 .7 861416 .1 125079 .3 124589.0 203151 .0 212292 .8
14 1014 18663 367940.5 780090 .8 110423 .4 118506 .6 206801 .5 228449 .4
Is 813 10790 280682.9 646438 .1 91664 .6 106530.0 186332.7 217473 .3
16 366 3710 137389.4 319567 .5 50833.7 65276.6 98814.7 119858 .7
17 431 3113 133796 .2 367399 .2 49691 .8 71602.1 116608.1 149987 .8
18 213 1119 62362.6 191477 .8 24307.3 37709.6 62749.2 83295.3
19 164 834 59354 .6 200245.5 24124.8 39092.6 67482.2 90865.5
20 239 633 84730.5 354279.7 38502.5 61760.1 126400.7 169182 . 6

Total 19370 6719445 13226005 .4 30380954.3 2676013 .5 2699702.3 3628940 .7 3770599. 3

Note : Multiple taxpayers in a single family unit have not been aggregated .



APPENDIX D

DERIVATION OF m 1964 SAT S TAX BASE
UNDER OUR PROPOSALS

This appendix presents in Table D-1 an estimate of the base that

would be taxed under the federal retail sales tax recommended in Chapters

28 and 29 . The retail sales and service trade figures shown in Tables D-2

and D-3 have been taken from 1961 census data provided by the Dominion

Bureau of Statistics (DBS) and have been projected on the basis of growth

in personal expenditure over the 1961-64 period as reported by DBS in

National Accounts, Income and Expenditure . Other sources are provided in

the notes to the tables .

Because of the lack of data we had to estimate the amount of taxable

goods imported directly by users and by the purchasers for federal and

municipal governments other than through retail stores . We believe this

estimate to be conservative . We assume that few government purchases are

reflected in the retail trade statistics compiled by DBS . No estimate has

been included of provincial purchases since it is assumed that if our

recommendation to tax these purchases were accepted, this change would be

accompanied by a corresponding reimbursement to the provinces . Existing

federal sales and excise tax collections have been eliminated in arriving

at the proposed tax base presented in Table D-1 .

A substantial amount of goods subject to a retail sales tax do not

pass through the retail trade, so that it is difficult to estimate the

sales tax base from retail trade statistics alone . Because the available

statistics on sales by wholesalers, mnufacturers and importers are

insufficiently detailed regarding types of purchases and purposes of

purchases to permit detailed estimation of the volume of purchases for

consumption, we felt it necessary to check our estimate of the sales tax

base by comparing it to an estimate based on sales tax revenue yields

experienced by the Province of Ontario . The Ontario retail sales tax has

a base that is marginally -11er than that recommended for the federal
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retail sales tax . Table D-4 reconciles the estimated base given in Table

D-1 with the actual Ontario yield in 1964-65-- Since better international

and interprovincial border enforcement would be available for a federal tax

the 1964-65 Ontario yield has been regarded as equal to what would have been

produced in 1964 with additional enforcement . As Table D-4 indicates, there

is only a minor discrepancy between an estimate based on the Ontario figures

and the direct estimate presented in Table D-1 .

App . D
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TABLE D-1

ESTIMATE OF PROPOSED FEDERAL RETAIL SALES TAX BASE FOR 1964
(millions of dollars )

Taxable retail sales - as set out in Table D-2 12,8oo

Taxable sales by wholesalers and manufacturer s

Estimate of taxable ccmnercial, professional,
construction,,t.ransportation and sundry
equipment and supplies a/

Building materials V

Taxable imports by consumers

Taxable government purchases

-C /
V

710

4,17o

125

Federal 525
Municipal 100

Total sales of taxable goods 18,43o .

Less : federal sales and excise tax collections e/ 1,4w

Proposed retail sales tax base - goods 17,030

Taxable services - as set out in Table D-3 4 .ooo

Prcposed retail sales tax bas e

Notes :

a/ Because of the lack of data it was necessary to make a very general
estimate of the taxable goods purchased other than through retail
establishments . Direct sales to users by manufacturers of construction
equipment is a large ccnponent of these figures . Most purchasestor
their own use by business firms do not occur at the retail level and
thus fall in this category .

b/ Dominion Bureau of Statistics-, Construction in Canada 1963-65, Table 7,
Catalogue 64-201, Ottaw&: Queen's Printer .

c/ Because of the lack of data it was necessary to make a very general
estimate of the taxable goods imported directly by users. This item
would include imports for use by business firms of taxable c-mercial,
transportation and construction equipment and goods imported by
returning tourists .

d/ The estimate of federal government purchases of taxable goods other
than through retail stores has been taken .from the following items
listed in the public accounts : budgeted expenditure for standard
objects, office stationery supplies, equipment and furnishings,
materials and supplies, equipment acquisitions and rentals .

e/ This figure includes the sales tax on production machinery, confections,
soft drinks., drugs and other items excluded fram the prcposed base .
Excluded is the excise tax on tobacco and wine which we reccmmend
should be retained .
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TABLE D-2

ESTIMATE OF TAXABLE RETAIL SALES DRAWN FRom 1961 amus
OF MERCHANDISING AND PRojEcTED To 1964 usiNG

RATIOS OF GROWTH IN PERSONAL EXPENDn'URE a/
(millions of dollars)

Prcposed Prcposed
Census Tax Base Tax Base
1961 1961 1964

Retail trade category

Food products 4,198 - -

Autamotive group 4,122 3,465 4,340
Clothing, footwear and dry goods 2,405 2,405 2,8oo
Hardware and paints 352 352 460

Furniture and appliances, etc . 961 961 1,255
Household furnishings and supplies 491 491 575
Drugs and sundries prescribed 126 - -

non-prescribed 333 333 385
Fuels 361 - -
Flowers 58 58 65
Luggage and leather goods 24 24 28
Tobacco products 297 297 345
Newspapers, magazines and books 87 - -
Other paper products 121 121 14o
Photography equipment 65 65 85
Jewellery 168 168 220
Sporting goods 147 147

190

Alcoholic beverages 897 897 1,o45
Toys and games 54 54 63
Farm machinery 77 -
Office and store equipment 6 6 7
Heating and plumbing supplies 32 32 42
Building materials C/ 21 - -
Miscellaneous merchandise 580 580 755
Meals and lunches 70
Repairs and services d/ 543

Total retail sales jk08

Notes :

a/ Census data are obtained from unpublished preliminary data for estimated
sales in 1961 by retail establishments, classified by crymodity classes

and by kind of business, both for Canada and the provinces . These data

were-supplied to us by the Daminion Bureau of Statistics . Growth in
components of personal consumption expenditure was obtained from

National Accounts, Incame and E=enditures . 1964, Ottawa : Qlaeen's Printer .

The census data for the autmotive group have been reduced by $440 million

to cover provincial gasoline and motor fuel tax collections in 1961 .

Actual collections in the fiscal year ended March 31, 1962 were $449 .1

million. The automotive group figure has also been reduced by $317
million to allow for trade-in allowances .

c/ Building materials have been cmitted fram the retail trade base and
included as a separate item on Table D-1 based on data from other

sources as noted.

Repairs and services rendered by retail establisbments have been included

in the service category on Table D-3 .
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TABLE D-3

ESTIMATE OF TAxABLE smvias DRAWN FRom 1961 CENSUS
OF MERCHANDISING AND PRwEcTED To 1964 USING RATIOS

OF GROWTH IN PERSONAL EXPENDITURE _a/
(mxillions of dollars)

Proposed Proposed
Census Tax Base Tax Base
1961 1961 1964

Service trade s

Barber and beauty shops etc . 143 143

Dry cleaning 117 117

Laundry and linen supply 94 94

Shoe repair 23 23

Fur and hat cleaning, repair and storage 2 2

Valet service, pressing and repair 7 7

Dressmakers 3 3

Photography and photo processing 47 47

Hotel, tourist camp and restaurant group-
accommod tion, liquor, supplies and
sundries k/ 1,107 1,107

Repairs and services by retail
establishments 709 709

Meals - retai.1 establishments C/

hotels and restaurants C/

70

1
312

Total A/ ?-,8-U &A"6 3,080

Telephone and telegraph e/ 920

Total -4 u000

Notes :,

a/ Census data were obtained
'
from Census of Merchandising, 1961 - Services,

Catalogue 97-540, Ottawa : Qaeen's Printer .

Sales by the hotel, tavern and restaurant group have been reduced by
one third to provide for meals which are shown separately below . The
two thirds remaining represent an estimate of liquor, accommodation,
other service and sundry sales by establishments in this group .

An estimated 50 per cent of meals would be exempt if an inexpensive
meal exemption was provided .

d/ The tax base for 1964 for the service category is estimated to be -120
per cent of the 1961 base . This growth factor is based on National
Accounts, personal expenditure on services .

e/ Based on data provided by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics .
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TABLE D- 4

ES71FATE OF TO PROPOSED RETAIL SALES TAX BASE FCR 1964 BASED
ON THE REVENUE YIELD FROM TBE ONTARIO RUES TAX

(millions of dollars )

Yield of 3 per cent Ontario tax in 1964 196

Add average 2 per cent collection camission 4

Gross yield of the Ontario tax in 1964 200

Ontario yield for each 1 per cent of tax 67

National yield imputed for each 1 per cent of tax (x 100) _a/ 271. 8
3 9

National base corresponding to base taxed in Ontari o
(171 .8 x 100) 17,18o

Adjustments required to Obtain the proposed retail sales tax bas e

List of taxable services except local
telephone taxed in Ontario in 1964 3,6oo

Gasoline and motor fuel b/ 1,155

Municipal and institutional consumption
of construction materials and other
miscellaneous provincial exemptions C/ 525

5,280

Less : estimate of federal sales and excise
taxes included in above base d/ 1.400 3.88o

Estimate of proposed retail sales tax base 21,o6 o

Discrepancy between the estimate and the direct
estimate presented in Table D-1 30

Estimated 1964 retail sales tax base 21 .03

Notes :

a/ Ontario accounts for slightly less than 39 per cent of national
retail sales and slightly more than 39 per cent of producer consumption .
Since the proposed retail tax would exempt most producer goods, the
Ontario share of the national tax base has been assumed as 39 per cent.

]2/ The gasoline and motor fuel base has been estimated on the basis of
the yield from Ontario fuel taxes in the amount of $231 million in
1964-65 .

c/ The purpose of this estimate is to adjust on a national basis for
exemptions under the Ontario tax not proposed for a federal tax . The
principal components are municipal and institutional purchases of con-
struction materials, children's clothing and other sundry items .

V See note e/ to Table D-1.



APPENDIX E

ESTIMATE OF THE INCIDENCE OF THE PROPOSED
SALES TAX AND DIRECT TAXES FOR FAMILY UNITS

CLASSIFIED BY INCOME

While it would be possible to do so, we have not attempted to aggregate

taxpayers into family units in the calculations underlying our estimates of

the effects of our proposals upon the revenue yield and incidence of the tax

system. In this appendix we provide some rough estimates of the incidence

of the changes in sales tax which would result from our recommendation s

and also of changes which would occur in direct taxes for families with one

income recipient . Our estimates are based on 1961 data .

We have estimated the incidence of the sales tax by distributing total

sales tax revenues from both current and proposed taxes over income classes .

This distribution is based on the manufacturer's sales tax for the current

sales tax and on existing provincial retail sales taxes for the proposed

retail sales tax. As is indicated in Appendix D to this Volume, the proposed

retail sales tax differs most notably from the existing provincial taxes in

its inclusion of services in the sales tax base . Consequently, we have

adjusted our estimate of the distribution of the proposed tax to reflec t

the likelihood that the tax would be nearly proportional for upper income

families . The estimates of revenue yield by income class and underlying

data are presented in Table E-1 ; the resultant estimates of average sales

tax payments are presented in Table E-2 .

For want of data on taxpayers aggregated into family units, we have had

to make some arbitrary assumptions in order to obtain estimates of the

changes in sales tax and direct taxes combined . We have limited our com-

parisons to families with one income recipient and have assumed the average

taxes paid by all such families in each income class to be the same as the

average taxes paid by all taxpayers in that class . This procedure results

in some biases. In each income class there are some working spouses and

working children who belong to families that would be classified in a highe r
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income class if all incomes in the family were aggregated. Because deduction

and tax credits reflecting family responsibilities would, without aggregation,

generally, be claimed by the income recipient with the largest income in the

family, our procedure results in some overstatement of direct taxes for the

lower income classes . For higher income classes, the failure to aggregate

family income results in some understatement of direct taxes .

Estimates of changes in direct taxes and sales tax combined are presente d

in Table E-3 for family units in each income class.

App. E
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TABLE E-1

DISTRIBUTION OF 1961 SALES TAx REvENuEs
OVER BROAD INCOME CLASSES UNDER THE
CURRENT AND PROPOSED TAX SYSTEMS

Percentages of Totals Allocable
to each Income Class in 1961

Retail Sales
Retail Tax Adjusted

Manufacturer's Sales for Inclusion
Sales Tax Tax of Service s

(percentage of totals)

Estimate of Total
Revenue from Sales
Tax .in 1961
Current Proposed
(E-1lions of dollars )

Less than $2,000 6 . 5

$ 2,000 - 2,999

3,000 - 3,999

4,000 - 4,999

5,000 - 6,999

7,000 - 9,999

7.3 6.9 91 89

6.5 6.7 6.4 91 83

10.5 10.5 10.0 148 130

13 .8 13.7 13.0 194 168

27.6 27.5 26.1 388 338

21.6 21.2 20.2 303 262

10,000 and over . 13.5 13.1 17.4 190 22 5

Total 100.0 100.0 100 .0

Note: The first two distributive series (that is, percentages of totals)
are from Table A-2 of W.I . Gillespie, The Incidence of Taxes and
Public Eaenditures in the Canadian Econ I a study published by
the Commission. The third distributive series is obtained from the
second, given an assumption that a retail sales tax base including
services is alm st proportional to disposable income for families
with incomes in excess of $7,000 . The distribution of disposable
income is obtained from Table A-1 of W.I .Gi-1.1espie, OP. cit .

Total revenues from the current sales tax in*1961 were estimated
by adding to the actual revenues for that year 11 per cent of an
estimate of what the building materials base would have been in 1961 ;
total proposed revenues were estimated as 0 .922 of current revenues .
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TABLE E-2

Income

Less than $2,000

$ 2,000 2,999

3,000 3,999

4POOO 4,999

5,000 6,999

7,000 9,999

10,000 and ov er

All Classes

AVERAGE CHANGE IN SALES TAX FOR

UNATTACHED INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES
IN DIFFERENT INCOME CLASSES

Number of
Unattached
Individuals
and Families
in Income Clas s

(thousTu~ds

Average Sales

Tax Paid

Current Proposed

Average
Change
in Sales
Tax

1,134

63 3

697

771

1,117

6o2

263

5,217

$80 $ 78

144 131

212 187

252 218

347 303

503 435

722 856

269 248

$ -2

-13

-25

-34

-44

-68

134

-21

Source : Table E-1 . Numbers of unattached individuals and families are
from W.I. Gillespie, op, cit ., Table A-4 .
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TABLE E-3

ESTIMATED CHANGE IN AVM=E SALES TAX AND DIRECT
TAXES COMBINED FOR FAMILIES IN EACH INCOME CLASS

(dollars )

Income

Less than $ 2,000

$ 2,000 - 2,999

3,000 - 3,999

4,ooo - 4,999

5,000 - 5,999

6,ooo - 6,999

7,000 - 7,999

Average Change in Taxes
Direct Sales
Taxes Tax

-13 -2

-17 -13

-24 -25

-27

Total

-15

-30

-49

-34 -61

-24 -)
)-25 -44 -69

-26

-13

8,ooo - 9,999 -7

io,ooo - 14,999 +71

15,000 - 24,999 +142

25,000 - 49,999

50,000 and over

All Classes

+584

-68 -81

)-673 +134 +807

+8,472 -)

-7

Note : Average direct taxes of families in each income class have been
assumed to be.the same as the average taxes attributable to all
taxpayers in the income class . Direct taxes of taxpayers with
incomes between $6,000 and $7,999 have been allocated on the
assumption that 45 per cent of these taxpayers have incomes
between $7,000 and $7,999 .

Sources : Tables 36-4 and E-2 .
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ABATEMENTS, provincial tax, 189-191, 219 .

A34INISTRATION, federal.-provincial relations, 188, 194-195, 214 .

AGRICULTURE, see PARMERS,-

ALBERTA, provincial sales tax, 209, 23.1 .

ATTORNEY-GHNERAL OF NOVA SCOTIA et al .V . ATTORNEY-GENERAL OF CANADA, 205 .

AVMWING, see INCOME AVERAGING .

AVOIDANCE OF TAX, effect on corporation tax base of reducing tax avoidance, 9 ,

BALANCE OF PAYMENW, effects of tax reforms, 155-164o 174-175 ; effects of

tax reforms on the current account, 156-158, 174; effects of tax

reforms on capital flows, 158-162, 174-175 ; indirect effects of tax

reforms, 162-164, 174-175 .
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BANK OF CANADA, 148 .

BENEFITS, from employment, effect of reforms on personal income tax base,

14-17.

BRITISH COLUMBIA, death taxes, 202 .

BRITISH NORTH AX&RICA ACT, 204, 205, 207, 210, 216 .

BUSINESS INCOME., effect of reforms on amount included in personal incom e

tax base, 22; effects of reforms on tax revenues, 266 .

BUSINESS LOSSES.. inadequacy of present allovance, 89; effect of reforms on

the allocation of capital, 91.

CAPITAL ALLOMTION, effects of proposed tax reforms, 86-94, 170 ; efficiency

of mark t allocation,87-88 ; a programme to improve the allocation of

capital, 90-93 ; the importance of the improved allocation of fixed

capital, 93-94 .

CAPITAL COST ALLOWANCES, effect on corporation tax base of accelerated

allowance for new and SM11 businesses, 9; effect on personal income

tax base of accelerated allovances for new and small businesses, 15-17 ;

transitional effects of proposals on tax revenues, 35-36, 40; as

incentives to investment, 92, 167-168 .

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES, effect of proposed corporation income tax changes, 96,

100; effect of proposals on expenditures of corporations vith special

concessions, 118-119, 172; by smaller corporations, effects of proposals

on financing, 147.

CAPITAL FORMATION, see also SAVING; by corporations, effect of proposals,

94-133, 171-173 ; estimates of the proposed corporation income tax
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changes a,11ocated. by industry, by type of reform and by ownership,

94-100 ; effects on the rate of saving and capital formation by large

resident-owned corporations with no special tax concessions, 100-118,

lTl ; effect on the rate of fixed capital formation, 106-111 ; financing

an increased rate of fixed capital formation, 111-118 ; effects on the

saving and capital formation of other businesses, 118-128 ; effects on

large non-resident-owned corporations with no special tax concessions,

118-119, 171-172 ; effects on mining and petroleum corporations, 119-125,

172; effect on samall corporations, 125-127, 172 ; effect on unincorpo-

rated businesses generally, 127-128, 172 ; estimates of changes in

business saving, 129-133, 173 ; overall effects of proposals, 150-155 .

CAPITAL GAINS, see PROPEM GAINS .

CAPITAL MARKET, as determinant of capital allocation, 86-88 .

CHARITABLE DONATIONS, effect of reforms on personal income tax base, 20-21,

243 .

COMBINES POLICY, use to correct distortions of allocation of capital, 90, 170 .

COMPF(EHENSIVE TA.X RAM, effect of proposals on amount of income assessable ,

1-2, 8-22; tax changes for *example groups" of taxpayers arising from

adoption of, 54.

CONCESSIONARY ALLOWANCES, effect of reforms on personal income tax base,

19-22, 242-243; effect of reforms on "example groups" of taxpayers,

52-55 ; effects of reform on tax revenue, 266.

CONCLUSIONS ARD RECOMMENDATIONS, see RECONNEMIONS .

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, estimated changes in corporation income tax and

capital expenditures, 96-97 ; effects of reforms an corporation cash

flws, cash dividends, capital expenditures and reliance an external

funds, 131.

INDEX
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CO-OPERATI VES, estimated changes in corporation income tax and capital

expenditures, 96-97.

CORPORATION INCOME TAX, the effect of our reforms on 1964 revenues from, 4,

8-13, 32, 42-43, 221-223 ; current and proposed attributable to share-

holders, by industry, 51; effect of reforms on "example groups" of

taxpayerso 53~ 263-266 ; effect of separate corporation tax on the allo-

cation of capital, 89; proposed integrationvith. personal income tax,

91; estimates of changes, allocated by industry, type of reform and

ownership, 94-100 ; effects of reforms on the capital formation and

rate of saving by corporations, 100-133; need for determination by

federal government, 189, 214.

CORPORATIONS AND 1ABOUR UNIONS RETURNS ACT, 224, 231.

CREDITS, tax, effect of reforms on personal income tax revenues, 23-28 ; for

education, 85-86; for corporation income taxes, effects on after-tax

income of resident shareholders, 101; for investment, use to provide

tax incentives, 167-168 ; for provincial corporation taxes, 191-193,

197, 214 .

CROWN CORPORATIONS, estimated changes in corporation income tax and capital

expenditures, 96-97 .

DEATH TUM, abolition of, 201-202 .

=`EKDANTS, effect of proposals for credits an personal income tax revenues,

23-28 ; estimate of exemp ions for, 242 ; estimated number, 244 .

DEPLETION ALLOWANCES, effect of withdrawal of percentage depletion on

mining and oil companies, 9, 119, 172 ; basis for estimate of deduction

by taxMers with income from minin and petroleum, 221 .
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DEPRECIATION, see CAPITAL COST ALLWANCES.

DIVIDENDS, effect of proposals on cash dividends, 129, 173 ; effect of

expected cash dividend reduction on personal saving, 142, 173 ; distri-

buted to residents and non-residents in 1964, 223-229 .

DOMINION BUREAU OF STATISTICS, 30, 275 .

DONATIONS, see CHARITABLE DONATIONS .

DOUBLE TAXATION, by federal and provincial governments, 193, 200, 215 ,

ECONOMIC WMIS OF PROPOSALSO general, 73-186; on the quantity and quality

of labour effort, 78-86, 169-i7o ; on the allocation of fixed capitalp

86-94, 170 ; a programme to improve the allocation of capital, 90-93 ;

the importance of the improved allocation of fixed capital, 93-94 ;

estimates of the proposed corporation tax changes allocated by industry,

type of reform and ownership, 94-100, 170; effects on the rate of

saving and capital formation by large resident-owned corporations with

no special tax concessions, 100-118, 171 ; effects on after-tax income

of resident shareholders,, lol-io6, 171 ; effect on the rate of fixed

capital formation, 106-111, 171 ; financing an increased rate of fixed

capital formation, Ul-118j 171; on non-resident-avned corporations,

118-119p 171 ; mining and petroleum corporations, 119-125, 172 ; small

corporations, 125-127, 172 ; unincorporated businesses ., 127-128, 172 ;

real. estate, 128, 172 ; estimates of changes in business saving, 129-133,

173 ; effects on personal saving and-investment, 134-136, 173-174 ; deter-

minants of personal saving, 134-136 ; the effects of tax changes on the

rate of personal saving, 137-139, 173-174 ; contractual saving, 140-141 ;

estimates of the changes in the rate of personal saving, 141-146,

173-174 ; changes in the form of personal saving, 146-150, 173-174 ;

INDEX
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overall effects on the rate of saving and investment, 150-155, 174 ;

effects of the tax reforms upon the balance of payments, 155-164,

174-175 ; implications for economic objectives, 164-168, 175 .

ECONOMIC GROWTH, implications of tax reforms, 164-168, 175 ; achieving

further increases in the growth rate, 166-168, 175 .

EDUCATION, effect of proposals on personal income tax baseP 20-21 ; effects

of proposed credits for on personal income tax revenues, 23-28 ; tax

concessions for, 85-86, 169 .

DUGRATION, tax inducements to emigrate to the United states, 81-82, i6q .

EMPLO)[EE EXPEVES, effect of proposals on personal income tax base, 15-17 .

EMPLOYMENT INCOME, effect of proposals on amount included in persona l

income tax base, 22 ; effects of proposals on tax revenue, 266 .

ESTATE TAX, the effect of our proposals on 1964 revenues from, 4, 42-43 .

EXCISE TAXES, the effect of our proposals on 1964 revenues from, 4, 42-44 ;

reconciliation of 1964 revenues under actual 1964 law and 1966 law, 7 .

EXEMPTIONS, for new mines, effect on corporations of elimination, 9, 119,

172 ; effect of proposals on personal income tax base, 19-22 ; for new

mines, effect of transitional provisions on tax revenues, 38 ; esti-

mates, source of, 242-243 .

EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPNM COSTS, effect of transitional provisions on

tax revenues, 38-39; 1 diate write-off to be .continued, 92 .

EXPORTS, effects of tax reforms, 156-158 .

EMIRACTIVE INDUSTRIES, see MINING AND PETROLEUN[ .
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FANIT , effect of proposals on tax revenues, 26-28, 266 .

FARMERSp effect of proposals on amount included in personal income tax

base, 22; estimated changes in corporation income tax and capital

expenditures, 96-97; effect of proposals on corporation cash flows,

cash dividends, capital expenditures, and reliance on external funds,

131 .

. FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL FISCAL ARRANGMWTS ACT, 190 .

FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL RELATIONS, implications of our recommendationsP 187-217 ;

similarity of income tax bases, 187, 214 ; the principle problem, 187;

adoption of a common retail sales tax base, 187, 214 ; avoiding dupli-

cation of administrative and compliance costs, 188; the effect of the

drive for provincial autonomy, 188 ; major donsiderationsp 188-190 ;

resisting further personal income tax abatements, 189; determination

of income tax bases, 189, 214; redistribution of personal income, 189,

214; tax cuts to offset the revenue dragp 190 ; personal and corpo-

ration income taxes, 190-202, 214 ; abatements for provincial tax, 190 ;

nopting-outn formula,
190-191 ; tax credit for provincial taxes, 191-193,

214 ; rates of tax on corporate income .. 192; double taxation of business

income, 193, 215 ; advantages of common income tax base, 193-194 ;

administration of income taxes, 194-195, 214; integration of personal

and corporation income taxes, 195-197p 214; harmonization of rates of

personal and corporation income taxes, 197-201, 214 ; double taxation

of personal income, 200, 215 ; abolition of death taxes, 201-202 ; sales

taxes, 202-217 ; the scope or coverage of the sales tax, 203-204, 215 ;

"direct" or "indirect" retail sales tax, 204-205 ; constitutional

considerations with respect to sales taxes, 205-207, 215 ; sales tax on

interprovincial transactions, 208-209 ; administration of a federal-

INDEX
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provincial retail sales tax, 209-210, 215 ; termination of manufacturer's sales

tax, 210, 215; rates of sales tax,, 210-213, 215 ; recommendations, 213-215 .

FINANCE INDUSTRY, estimated changes in corporation income tax and capital

expenditures, 96-97 ; effect of proposals on corporation cash flows ,

cash dividends, capital expenditures and reliance on external funds, 131.

FINANCIAL INSTIMIONS, see also LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES; additions to corpo-

ration tax base resulting from removal of tax concessions, 8-9; transi-

tional effects of proposals on tax revenues, 36 ; current and proposed

corporation income taxes, 51 ; effect on capital allocation of present

special industry privileges, 90 .

FINANCING, for an increased rate of fixed capital formation, 111-118, IT1;

methods of, effect of proposals, 147 .

FISHERMEN, effect of proposals on amount included in personal income ta x

base, 22 .

FISHING, estimated changes in corporation income tax and capital expendi-

tures, 96-97; effect of proposals on corporation cash flows, cash

dividends, capital expenditures and reliance on external funds, 131.

FOREIGN INVESTMENT, effects of tax reforms, 158-162, 174-175 .

FOREIGN TAX CREDIT, effect of proposals on personal income tax revenues .. 23-28 .

FOREIGN TRADE, effects of tax reforms, 156-158 .

FORESTRY, estimated changes in corporation income tax and capital expendi-

tures, 96-97 ; effect of proposals on corporation cash flows, cash

dividends, capital expenditures and reliance on external funds, 131 .
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GIFT TAX, the effect of our proposals on 1964 revenues from, 4, 32, 42-43 ;

effect of proposals on "example groups" of taxpayers, 52-55-

GIFTS, effect of proposals on personal income tax base .9 14-1T; inclusion

in personal income tax base, the effect of provincial death taxes, 188 ;

inclusion in comprehensive tax base of provinces, 202 .

GOODWIU GAINS, amounts attributable to Canadian residents for 1964, 11;

effect of proposals an after-tax income of resident shareholders,

101-106 ; data with respect to, 226.

GROWTH, economic, see ECONOMIC GROWTH .

I

INMRTS, effects of tax reforms, 156-158 .

INCENTIVES, tax, see TAX INCENTIVES .

INCIDENCE, of tax, see TAX INCIDENCE .

INCOME AVERAGING, effect of proposals on personal income tax revenues, 27-28.

INCOME TAX REGULATIONS, ru-1es for abating personal income taxes, 191.

IlaUMTANCES, inclusion in ccmprehensiNe tax base of provinces, 202 .

INSURANCE INDUSTRY, estimated changes in corporation income tax and capita l

expenditures, 96-97 ; effects of proposals on corporation cash flows,

cash dividends, capital expenditures and reliance on external funds, 131.

INTEGRATION OF TAX, effect of proposals on personal income tax base, 15-1T;

effect on "example groups" of taxpayers, 52-55 ; economic implications

of, 99 ; effect of proposals on after-tax income of resident

INDEX
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shareholders, 101-106, 171 ; personal and corporation income taxes,

federal-provincial relations, 195, 214 .

INVESTMT, foreign, see FOREIGN INVESTMENT : overall effects of proposals,

150-155, 174 .

INVESTKENT INCaKE, effect of proposals on personal income tax base, 14-18 .

INVESTKW TAX ON BUSINESS, use of, 16T-168 .

LABOUR SUPPLY, effects of proposals, 78-86, 169-170 ; effect of lower tax

rates, 79-81, 169 ; tax inducements to emigrate to the United States

from Canada, 81-82, 169 ; the participation rate for married women,

82-84, 169 ; education and training, 84-86, 169 .

LIM INSURANCE COMPANIES, effect on corporation tax base of elimination of

special provisions, 9; current and proposed corporation income taxes,

51 ; effect of proposed treatment of business income, 95-100 ; effect

of rec nd d. treatment for income, on after-tax return of resident

shareholders, 105 ; investment income and participating dividends of

policyholders, 237.

LOSS CARRY-OVERS, effect on corporation tax base of extending carry-over

periods, 9 ; effect of proposals on personal income tax base, 15-17.

LOSSES, see BUSINESS LOSSES and LOSS CARRY-OVERS .

X

MANITOBA, rates of tax, 190 ; provincial sales tax, 209, 23-1 .
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MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, estimated changes in corporation income tax and

capital expenditures, 96-97; effect of proposals on corporation cash

flows, cash dividends, capital expenditures and reliance on external

funds, 131 .

MARRIED WOMEN, see also WORKING WIVES, participation in the labour force,

82-84, 169 .

MEDICAL EXPENSES, effect of proposals on personal income tax base, 20-21, 243 .

MINIM AND PEMLEUM,, addition to corporation tax base resulting from removal

of tax concessions, 8-9; current and proposed corporation income taxes,

51 ; effect on capital allocation of present special industry privi-

leges, 90 ; elimination of favourable treatment, effect on capital

allocation, 91-92; the marginal tax rate for mining corporations, 94 ;

effect ofvithdraval of tax concessions on business saving and invest-

ment, 95-100, 118-125, 172 ; effects of proposals on fifteen large mining

and petroleum corporations, 120-122 ; effects of proposals on corporation

cash flows, cash dividends, capital-expenditures and reliance on

external funds, 131 .

MOTHERS, working, see WORKING WIVES .

MUNICIPAL TkXES, see PROPERTY TAXES .

NET WEALTH TAX, possible use of, 40; as supplemental tax for provinces, 201 .

NOT WORTH TkX, see NET WEALTH TAX .

NEW AND SMALL BUSINESSES, see also RISKY VENTURES ; effect of accelerated

write-off of capital costs, 93, 126, 1T2 .

INDEX
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NON-RESIDEM, effects of changes in corporation income taxes, 10, 12, 47,

50-51p 69, 98 ; effects of proposals on shareholders of Canadian corpo-

rations, 118-119 ; reaction of portfolio investors to proposals, 149 ,

0

OIL INDEYSTRY, see MINING AND PETROLEM .

ONTARIO, collection of taxes, 195 ; death taxes, 202 .

PAYMM OF TAX, transitional effect of proposals on tax revenues, 36.

PENSIONERS, effect of proposals, 55 .

PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT, effect on income tax abatement and credits, 191-193 .

PERSONAL INCOME TAX, see also INTEGRATION OF TAX; the effect of our proposals

on 1964 revenues from, 4, 13-28, 32, 42-44 ; reconciliation of tax under

1966 lav to actual amounts accrued und r 1964 law, 5 ; effect of proposals

on tax base, 13-22 ; effect of proposals on tax revenues, 23-28, 42-43 ;

proposed integration of corporation income tax, 91.

PROPERTY GhINS, effect of proposals on corporation tax base, 9; effect of

proposals on personal income tax base, 14-17 ; transitional effects of

proposals on tax revenues, 34 ; effect of failure to tax on capital

allocation, 89; proposed taxation, effect on capital allocation, 91 ;

effect on corporations of proposed full taxation of, 95 ; effects of

reforms on tax revenue, 266 .

PROPERTY TkXZS, reducing relative importance, 189,

PROVINCES, see also FEDWL-PROVINCIAL RELATIONS : net vorth tax as possi-

bility, 201; tax abatements to in 1964, 219 .
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PROVINCIAL TAX ABATEKMM, see ABATDOM .

Q

QUEBEC, rates of tax, 190; administration of certain welfare programmes, 191 ;

collection of taxes, 195; death taxes, 202; registration requirement for

firms soliciting business in the province, 208.

I

RATES OF TAX, effect of proposals on revenue, 2, 44, 266; effect of proposals

on average rate of corporate taxation, 10; changes in tax for "example

groupsu of taxpayers caused by reductions in personal income tax rates,

54; average effective rates for individuals, present and proposed, 56,

58 ; effects of lower -ginal rates on labour supply, 79-81, 169 ;

inefficiency of present dual rate of corporation tax, 89 ; elimination

of dual corporate rate, effect an capital allocation, 92 ; marginal

rates for corporations, effect on capital allocation, 94 ; effect of

withdraval of dual corporate rate, 95-100 ; proposed, effects on after-

tax income of resident shareholders, 101 ; present corporate rates, 192 ;

harmonization of rates of personal and corporation income taxes, federal-

provincial implications, 197-201, 214; sales taxes, 210-213, 215 .

REAL ESTkTZ, effects of proposals, 96-9T, 128, 131 .

RECOMMMATIONS, federal-provincial relations, 213-215 .

UNDS, of federal tax, application to provincial tax, 196.

REGISTERED RETIFM(WT INCOME PLANS, effect of recommended treatment of

corporate source income ., 105; expected increase in investment in

equities, 148; use of proposed provisions to provide tax incentives,

167-168 ; effect of deferring tax on corporation income paid or attri-

butable to, 225-226 .

INDEX
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT,, i diate write-off of costs to be continued, 92 .

RESOURCE INDUSTRI , see N31UXG AND PETROLEUM.

IWAUXE, effects of proposals, 96-97, 131 .

IWAINED EARNINGS, changes in, due to proposed tax treatment, 129-133 .

RLTIF04ENT INCOME PLANS see also REGISTERED BETIF020ENT INCOME PLANS -ip P

proposed changes in tAxes paid on retirement income plan investments ,

for "example groups" of taxpayers, 53,

HWYM= DRAG, tax cuts to offset, 190.

REVENUES, FEDERAL, effects of our proposals upon the revenue yield of the

tax system, 1-46; the long-term effect of our recommendations on tax

revenues, 2-30, 42-43; definition of 1964 tax under current system .3-8 ;

changes in tax revenues collected at the corporate level, 8-13, 42 ;

changes in the personal income tax base, 13-22 ; changes in personal

income tax revenues, 23-28, 42; changes in sales tax yields, 27-30, 42 ;

analysis of the revenue effect of each major reform, 31-32, 43 ;

transitional effects of our recommendations on tax revenues, 33-42, 44 ;

short-term and long-term impacts of our rec ndations, 33-37 ;

revenue effects of transitional provisions, 37-39, 44 ; A' rnative

approaches to the transitional problem, 39-42 ; effects of proposals,

awmmLry and conclusions, 42-44 ; the long-term elasticity of the proposed

tax system, 43 ; distribution of proposed changes on the weight of taxes

on indivicb,Al , 47-70 ; from retail sales tax, 211 ; reconciliation of

the actual amount of personal inccme tax revenue for 1964 to the

revenue that would have resulted in 1964 under current (1966) tax

law, 219 ; assumptions underlying estimates, 219-245 ; changes in the

1964 corporation tax base, 221-223 ; corporate source incom attributable

to resident individual in 1964, 223-229 ;- changes in 1964 taxes accrued

at the corporate level as a result of our proposals, 230 ; the effect of
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particular reforms on each component of the gross personal income tax

base for 1964, 232-241 ; increase in the personal income tax base as a

result of particular reforms in concessionary allowances and family

exemptions deducted in computing taxable income, 242-243 ; tax credits

applicable to personal .income taxes for residents in 1964, 244 ; total

personal income taxes under the current and proposed tax systems,

244-245; proration of the effects of each direct tax reform, 263-266 .

RIM VENTURES, see also NEW AND SMALL BUSINESSES ; capital market bias

against, 87-88 .

SALES TAX, the effect of our proposals on 1964 revenues from, 4, 29-30y 32,

42-44, 47, 275-280 ; reconciliation of 1964 revenues under actual 1964

law and under 1966 law, 7 ; transitional effects of proposals on tax

revenues, 33 ; effect of transitional provisions on tax revenues, 38;

incidence of changes in, 67, 281-285 ; reducing relative importance, 189 ;

federal-provincial consultation required, 189, 213 ; federal-prcrvincial

implications of ree ndations, 202-213, 215 ; manufacturer's level,

termination, 210, 215 .

SALES TAX, RETAIL LEM, effect of proposals on sales tax revenue, 2, 42-43 ;

adoption of a common base, federal-provincial implications, 187, 203-204,

214, 215 ; ndirect" or "indirect", 204-205 ; estimates of proposed base,

for 1964, 280; estimates of incidence, 281-285 .

SOYATCHEWAN, rates of tax, 190.

SAVING, see also CAPITAL FORMATICN; economic effects of proposals on the rate

of business savings, 129-133,173 ; effect of proposals on personal

saving, 134-150, 173-174; determinants of personal saving, 134-136 ; the

effects of tax changes on the rate of personal saving, 137-139, 174;

INDEX
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estimates of the changes in the rate of personal saving, 141-146 ;

changes in the form of personal saving, 146-150, 173-174 ; overall

effects of proposals, 150-155, 174.

SERVICE INDUSTRY, estimated changes in corporation income tax and capital

expenditures, 96-97 ; effect of proposals on corporation cash flows,

cash dividends, capital expenditures and reliance on external funds,

131 .

SHARE. GAINS, OR LOSSES, proposed taxation of gains, effect on capital

allocation, 91 .

SHAREHOLDERS

'

efftets of proposals on resident shareholders, 101-118, 171 ;

resident, of non-resident controlled corporation, 118 ; non-resident,

effects of corporation income tax proposals, 118; of mining and petro-

leum companies, effect of integration proposals, 122, 172 .

SUBSIDIES, by provinces to businesses, 196 .

T

TAX CONCESSIONS, revenue effect of removing from specific industries, 8;

effect on capital allocation, 90 ; mining and petroleum, effect of

withdrawal of, 95, 172 ; effects on the tax reforms proposed, 167-168 .

TAX INCIDENC E, of the proposed system, 47-70 ; of changes in direct taxes,

49-68 ; of changes in direct taxes on-non-residents, 50; of changes in

direct te-aes, on typical Canadian residents, 52-55; of changes in

direct ta s, by income class for Canadian residents, 56-62 ; of changes

in direct taxes, by income class for different age, occupation and sex

groups, 63-66; of changes in sales taxes, 67; of changes in all taxes

combined, 67-68; of proposed system, conclusions, 69-70 ; reconciliation

of the actual amount of personal income tax revenue for 1964 to the

revenue that would have resulted in 1964 under current (1966) tax law, 219 ;
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assumptions underlying estimates, 219-245 ; changes in the 1964

corporation tax base, 221-223 ; corporate source income attributable to

resident individuals in 1964, 223-229 ; changes in 1964 taxes accrued at

the corporate level as a result of our proposals, 230; the effect of

particular reforms on each component of the gross personal income tax

base for 1964, 232-241 ; increase in the personal income tax base as a

result of particular reforms in concessionary allowances and family

exemptions deducted in computing taxable income, 242-243 ; tax credits

applicable to personal income taxes for residents in 1964, 244 ; total

personal income taxes under the current and proposed tax systems,

244-245 ; estimate of sales tax and direct tax for family units classi-

fied by income, 2T3-277 .

TRANSFER PAYMENTS, effect of proposals on personal income tax base, 15-17.

TRANSITION TAX, on corporate source income, 40 .

TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS, effects on tax revenues, 37-39, 44.

TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY, estimated changes in corporation income tax and

capital expenditures, 96-97; effects of proposals on corporation cash

flows, cash dividends, capital expenditures and reliance on external

funds, 131 .

TRUSTEES, current and proposed corporation income taxes, 51 .

UNEMPLOYMENT, effect on emigration, 82.

UKIKFWYMENT INSURANCE, estimated benefits under ., 232.

UNITED STATES, tax inducements to emigrate to, 81-82, 169 ; difference s

among state income taxes, 193; taxation of property gains and losses,

and revenue therefrom, 233-236 .

INDEX
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WEALTH, see NET WEALTH TAX .
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WHOLESALERS, estimated changes in corporation income tax and capital expendi-

tures, 96-97 ; effects of proposals on corporation cash flows, cash

dividends, capital expenditures, and reliance on external funds, 131.

WORKING WIVES, effect of proposed credit on personal inCcme tax revenuesp

23-28; estimated creditsy 244 .

WORKMEN'S COKPENSATION, estimated benefits under, 232 .
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